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ABSTRACT
During my M.Sc. at INRS, I worked on three topics: (1) To transfer the concept of Frequency Resolved
Optical Switching (FROSt) to pulse characterization in microscopy. (2) To use ultrashort laser pulses for
material characterization using second harmonic generation optical microscopy. (3) To develop a novel
technique for the compression of laser pulses.
FROSt is based on a pump-probe setup where the pump creates a transient gate and the probe are the pulses
to characterize. The transient gate is established by using a pump to induce a change in the transmissivity
of a material by photoexciting electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. Thus, the important
requirement of using FROSt is to have sufficient pump intensity to photoexcite the material. During my
M.Sc. thesis, I have worked to implement this technique for the temporal characterization of an ultrafast TiSapphire laser oscillator used in our non-linear microscopy lab. The goal was to have the capability to
measure the temporal profile of laser pulses in the focus of a high numerical aperture microscope objective.
Even though we have not reach success yet with this goal, we know what to do in the future to implement
FROSt for this application.
Working on the implementation of FROSt for the microscopy lab encouraged me to become familiar with
the nonlinear microscopy world. Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a second order nonlinear effect,
which only occurs when the inversion symmetry of the medium is broken. Implementing this concept inside
a microscopic system creates a powerful measurement technique capable of analyzing symmetry properties.
transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) belongs to a big part of two-dimensional materials (2DMs) family
in which the inversion symmetry of the medium is governed by the number of layers. Alternation of the
exciton charging effects in this family leads to tunability in the SHG emission from this medium. This
concept has been demonstrated using electrostatical doping and during my M.Sc. thesis, I worked on the
evaluation of attaining the same outcome by manipulating the molecular architecture (stacking a 2D
continuous molecular layer into a two-dimensional building block to manipulate the properties). We have
demonstrated this concept in a small magnitude. This work was achieved in collaboration with the group of
Prof. Emanuele Orgiu and under his scientific leadership.
A significant number of applications like high harmonics generation (HHG) demands high pulse energy to
reach high peak power. Principally, the peak intensity of the pulse is inversely proportional to the pulse
temporal duration and thus nonlinear post temporal compression plays an important role. The product of
pulse temporal duration and spectral width is known as the time-bandwidth product which governs the limits
and boundaries of pulse temporal duration. In non-linear pulse compression, to extend the pulse temporal
compression, the spectral width is first broadened. An excellent successful example of this method is known
as the spectral broadening induced by self-phase modulation in noble gases. The broadening efficiency of
this technique is inversely proportional to the duration of the input pulse. During my M.Sc. thesis I have
worked on spectral broadening induced by Raman response through molecular gases (N2O). Our data signify
a promising broadening efficiency which is maintained even at the 1000 fs regime.

Keywords: Ultrashort pulse characterization ; Frequency resolved optical switching (FROSt) ; Second
harmonic generation microscopy ; Transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) ; Second harmonic generation
enhancement (SHG enhancement) ; Hollow core fiber (HCF) ; Spectral broadening induced by molecular
gases ; Spectral broadening through Nitrous Oxide (N2O)
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RÉSUMÉ
Au cours de ma maîtrise à l'INRS, j'ai travaillé sur trois sujets : (1) le transfert de la technique FROSt
(Frequency Resolved Optical Switching) pour caractériser des impulsions en microscopie, (2) l’utilisation
d’impulsions laser ultra-brèves pour la caractérisation de matériaux en utilisant la microscopie optique de
second harmonique et (3) le développement d’une nouvelle technique pour la compression d’impulsions
laser.
La technique FROSt est basée sur une configuration pompe-sonde où la pompe crée une porte transitoire et
la sonde est constituée des impulsions à caractériser. La porte transitoire est établie en utilisant une pompe
pour induire un changement dans la transmissivité d'un matériau par photoexcitation des électrons de la
bande de valence à la bande de conduction. Ainsi, la principale exigence pour utiliser le FROSt est d'avoir
une intensité de pompe suffisante pour photoexciter le matériau. Au cours de ma maîtrise, j'ai travaillé à la
mise en œuvre de cette technique pour la caractérisation temporelle d'un oscillateur laser Titane-Saphir
ultrarapide utilisé dans notre laboratoire de microscopie non-linéaire. L'objectif était de pouvoir mesurer le
profil temporel des impulsions lasers au foyer d'un objectif de microscope à grande ouverture numérique.
Même si nous n'avons pas encore atteint cet objectif, nous savons ce qu'il faut faire à l'avenir pour
implémenter le FROSt pour cette application.
Travailler sur la mise en œuvre du FROSt pour le laboratoire de microscopie m'a encouragé à me familiariser
avec le monde de la microscopie non-linéaire. La génération de second harmonique (SHG) est un effet nonlinéaire de second ordre, qui ne se produit que lorsque la symétrie d'inversion du milieu est rompue.
L’implémentation de ce concept dans un système de microscopie permet de créer une technique de mesure
puissante capable d'analyser les propriétés de symétrie. Les dichalcogénures de métaux de transition (TMD)
appartiennent à une grande partie de la famille des matériaux bidimensionnels (2DM) dans laquelle la
symétrie d'inversion du milieu est régie par le nombre de couches. L'altération des effets de charge des
excitons dans cette famille conduit à l'accordabilité de l'émission de SHG de ce milieu. Ce concept a été
démontré en utilisant le dopage électrostatique et pendant ma maîtrise, j'ai travaillé sur la possibilité
d’obtenir le même résultat en manipulant l'architecture moléculaire (empilage d'une couche moléculaire
continue 2D en un bloc de construction bidimensionnel pour manipuler les propriétés). Nous avons
démontré ce concept à petite échelle.
Un nombre important d'applications comme la génération d'harmoniques d’ordre élevé (HHG) nécessite des
impulsions d’énergie élevée pour atteindre des puissances crêtes très élevées. Principalement, la puissance
crête de l'impulsion est inversement proportionnelle à la durée de l'impulsion et donc la post-compression
temporelle non-linéaire joue un rôle important. Le produit de la durée de l'impulsion par la largeur spectrale
est connu sous le nom de produit temps-fréquence et régit les limites des durées d’impulsions. Dans la
compression non-linéaire d’impulsions, pour étendre la compression temporelle des impulsions, le spectre
est d’abord élargi. Un excellent exemple de réussite de cette méthode est connu sous le nom d'élargissement
spectral induit par l'automodulation de phase dans les gaz nobles. L'efficacité de l'élargissement obtenu avec
cette technique est inversement proportionnelle à la durée de l'impulsion d'entrée. Au cours de ma maîtrise,
j'ai travaillé sur l'élargissement spectral induit par la réponse moléculaire dans les gaz moléculaires (N2O).
Nos données indiquent une efficacité d'élargissement prometteuse qui est maintenue même dans les échelles
de 1000 fs.

Mots clés: impulsions ultra-brèves caractérisation ; FROSt ; la microscopie de second harmonique ;
dichalcogénures de métaux de transition (TMD) ; amélioration de la SHG ; de fibres à cœur creux (HCF) ;
compression d'impulsions et élargissement spectral basés sur la réponse moléculaire Raman
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SYNOPSIS
Pendant ma maîtrise sous la direction du Prof. François Légaré, j'ai travaillé sur trois sujets liés à la
génération, la caractérisation et les applications des impulsions lasers ultra-brèves. Avant ma maîtrise,
j'avais une expérience très limitée en optique et les trois projets auxquels j'ai participé au cours des deux
dernières années et demie m'ont permis d'acquérir de l'expérience en optique non-linéaire. Plus précisément,
les trois sujets sur lesquels j'ai travaillé sont les suivants: (i) la caractérisation temporelle des impulsions
lasers au foyer d'un objectif de microscope en utilisant la technique FROSt (Frequency Resolved Optical
Switching), (ii) la microscopie de second harmonique pour la caractérisation de matériaux, et (iii)
l'élargissement spectral des impulsions lasers femtosecondes en utilisant la réponse moléculaire Raman
rotationnelle. Nous passerons ici en revue brièvement chacun des projets.

(i)

Caractérisation d’impulsions à l’aide de la technique FROSt

Le développement des lasers à verrouillage de mode au milieu des années 60 [1] a donné naissance au
problème de la mesure des impulsions ultra-brèves, car les impulsions optiques générées par cette classe de
lasers étaient d'une durée nettement plus courte que le temps de réponse de tout photodétecteur [2].
L'autocorrélation en intensité basée sur la génération de second harmonique a été la première approche
fructueuse pour caractériser la durée des impulsions ultra-brèves sans avoir besoin d'impulsions de référence
connues [3]. Cette technique est basée sur la mesure de l'impulsion ultra-brève par elle-même en utilisant
un processus non-linéaire tel que la génération de second harmonique [4]. Cependant, cette technique ne
fournit qu'une estimation de la durée de l'impulsion puisque différentes structures temporelles d'impulsion
peuvent donner le même résultat d’autocorrélation par SHG. Par ailleurs, il n'est pas toujours suffisant de
connaître uniquement la durée de l'impulsion. Par exemple, la structure de l'impulsion peut jouer un rôle
important dans la compréhension du résultat d'une expérience telle que l'étude des vibrations moléculaires
[5]. Pour mesurer la structure temporelle exacte d'une impulsion laser, il faut connaître son amplitude et sa
phase spectrales. Cependant, la caractérisation de la phase d'impulsions inconnues est demeurée un défi
jusqu'en 1991. Ce problème a finalement été résolu par l'introduction de la technique FROG (Frequency
Resolved Optical Gating) [6].
La technique FROG permet de déterminer l'évolution de l’intensité et de la phase d'une impulsion ultrabrève arbitraire, en un seul tir ou plusieurs tirs. L'appareil expérimental est simple (Figure 1) et peut être
assemblé en une journée une fois que les composants sont disponibles. La technique FROG peut utiliser
pratiquement tout phénomène optique non-linéaire à réponse presque instantanée, comme la génération de
second harmonique (SHG) par exemple. La SHG est une conversion instantanée de deux photons en un
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photon à une fréquence exactement le double de celle du faisceau incident [7]. De plus, la SHG est un
processus paramétrique où l'énergie des photons doit toujours être conservée (Eq.4). En plus de l'énergie
des photons, la quantité de mouvement des photons (Eq.5) doit également être conservée. En d'autres termes,
pour que ce processus se déroule efficacement, la condition d’accord de phase (Eq.6) doit être satisfaite [8].

Figure 1: Montage d’un FROG basé sur la génération de second harmonique. La génération d’harmonique
non-linéaire agit comme une porte optique.

Grâce aux progrès des technologies laser ultrarapides et de l'optique non-linéaire, les impulsions ultra-brèves
de l'UV à l'infrarouge moyen sont largement accessibles. Les impulsions sur une large gamme spectrale sont
souvent combinées simultanément dans des expériences pompe-sonde. La caractérisation d'une telle variété
d'impulsions nécessite différentes techniques de métrologie, en fonction de leurs spécifications (c'est-à-dire
l'énergie, la longueur d'onde centrale et la largeur de bande). En outre, les technologies de pointe permettent
de générer des impulsions dont le spectre dépasse une octave, ce qui est encore plus difficile à caractériser
avec les approches classiques.
Les approches basées sur la conversion de fréquence se sont avérées fiables dans la reconstruction des
impulsions. Cependant, l'interaction paramétrique non-linéaire sous-jacente nécessite de remplir la
condition d’accord de phase. Dans le cas des techniques basées sur la conversion de fréquence, telles que le
SHG FROG, c'est le facteur limitant pour la largeur de bande d'impulsion pouvant être mesurée. Par
exemple, la mesure d'impulsions à 0,8 µm d’une durée de quelques cycles avec le SHG FROG requiert un
cristal de bêta-borate de baryum (BBO) d'une épaisseur de quelques µm seulement. Pour contourner cette
difficulté, la condition d’accord de phase peut être grandement assouplie en utilisant des non-linéarités de
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troisième ordre telles que le FROG basé sur un réseau transitoire et le FROG basé sur un changement de
polarisation.
La technique alternative de caractérisation d'impulsions appelée FROSt (Frequency Resolved Optical
Switching) est une technique nouvellement développée au laboratoire ALLS (Advanced Laser Light Source)
basée sur l'absorption transitoire dans les solides. L'impulsion à caractériser sonde la commutation ultrarapide de la transmission optique transitoire d'un solide, déclenchée par une impulsion pompe. La
commutation provient de la dynamique des porteurs de charge photoexcités et agit comme une lame
temporelle, tranchant l’onde de l'impulsion sonde dont le spectre transmis est ensuite enregistré en fonction
du délai entre la pompe et la sonde. À partir du spectrogramme obtenu, nous extrayons le profil temporel de
l'impulsion sonde et du commutateur à l'aide d'algorithmes ptychographiques. Cette approche ne repose pas
sur une conversion non-linéaire de fréquence, et n'est donc pas limitée par la contrainte d’accord de phase
ni par l'intensité de l'impulsion. Cette méthode est un outil puissant pour caractériser la sortie d'un système
d'amplification paramétrique optique (OPA) puisque la sortie d'un OPA est une impulsion de longueur
d'onde variable, généralement d’énergie suffisante (uJ) pour induire le processus de photoexcitation requis.
Comme mentionné précédemment, l'approche du FROSt est basée sur la photoexcitation d’un solide par
une forte pompe et le contrôle de l'altération du spectre de la sonde induite par le solide photoexcité. La
preuve de concept de cette technique a été réalisée en utilisant des impulsions de l’ordre des µJ d’un système
laser avec un taux de répétition de 100 Hz. En résumé, nous ne disposons pas de l’information complète sur
les limites de cette technique : par exemple, nous pensons que le temps de relaxation du matériau solide
(après photoexcitation) peut limiter l'utilisation de cette technique avec des sources lasers à taux de
répétition élevé. Comme les systèmes d'oscillateurs à haut taux de répétition sont très utilisés dans le monde
de l’optique (en particulier en microscopie non-linéaire), une étude a été menée ici pour en savoir plus sur
les limitations du FROSt pour caractériser leur sortie.
L'approche optique exploitée par cette technique est aussi simple que pour le SHG FROG non-colinéaire.
Pour débuter l'expérience, le chevauchement temporel dans le montage est d'abord vérifié en utilisant la
SHG dans un cristal de BBO. Ensuite, il suffit de passer directement à notre solide (ZnSe) et de mesurer la
transmission de la sonde avant et après le chevauchement temporel avec la pompe : nous recherchons une
porte transitoire (Figure 2.18) qui est utilisée pour reconstruire l'impulsion en fonction de la position de la
ligne de retard pour le seuil de chute de transmission à chaque longueur d'onde du spectre de la sonde.
La chute de transmission pour les portes mesurées était toujours d'environ 0,86 %, ce qui est nettement
inférieur à la chute de 98 % à la Figure 2.16 (pour une source de puissance crête élevée). Il convient de
mentionner que, puisque cette chute de transmission est extrêmement faible (proche du niveau de bruit du
laser et du sélecteur d'impulsion), pour observer cette porte, j'ai dû trouver un moyen de stabiliser
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énormément le laser et le sélecteur d'impulsion. Le seuil de chute de transmission requis actuellement pour
réussir à reconstruire l'impulsion en utilisant l'algorithme FROSt est de 10 %. Ainsi, bien que nous ayons
trouvé notre porte ici, nous ne pouvons pas reconstruire l'impulsion puisque la chute de transmission n'est
pas suffisante pour l'algorithme. Selon nos calculs, pour avoir une chute de transmission suffisante en
utilisant une pompe à 800 nm avec des impulsions de 15 nJ, nous devons avoir un faisceau de diamètre au
focus d’au moins 3,45 µm. Il est possible d'atteindre la taille de tache focale souhaitée à l'aide d’un objectif
de microscope.

(ii)

Étude de l'accordabilité de la SHG grâce à l'architecture moléculaire

Lorsque nous réfléchissons aux propriétés d'un matériau, nous pensons souvent qu'elles sont basées
uniquement sur ce dont le matériau est constitué. Le métal conduit l'électricité parce que ses atomes sont
maintenus ensemble par des liaisons métalliques - qui laissent les électrons libr ériver à travers le matériau
lorsqu'un champ électrique est appliqué. Le béton est solide parce qu'il contient du ciment qui emprisonne
de manière rigide des morceaux incompressibles de sable et de gravier. Le caoutchouc vulcanisé est souple,
mais quand même durable, car il est constitué de chaînes de polymères souples qui sont fermement liées
entre elles. Cependant, il y a autre chose qui peut affecter le comportement d'un matériau : sa taille. Cela est
particulièrement vrai pour certains matériaux lorsque leurs dimensions sont réduites à l'échelle
nanométrique (c'est-à-dire que leur taille peut raisonnablement être exprimée en nanomètres - généralement
inférieure à quelques centaines de nanomètres, jusqu’à moins d'un nanomètre). La conductivité électrique,
la réactivité chimique, les propriétés mécaniques et même la manière dont un matériau interagit avec la
lumière peuvent toutes changer à l'échelle nanométrique.
Les matériaux bidimensionnels (2DM) font référence à une famille de matériaux très intéressante qui ne
comportent qu'une ou quelques couches d'atomes [9]. Le membre le plus connu de cette famille, le graphène,
a été découvert en 2004 [10] et depuis lors, ce type de matériau a été largement étudié [11–15]. Dans cette
famille, dans les plans liés de manière covalente, les réseaux cristallins d'atomes sont assemblés par des
interactions de van der Waals (vdW) hors-plan entre les couches. Le ditellurure de molybdène (MoTe2), le
disulfure de molybdène (MoS2) et le diséléniure de tungstène (WSe2) appartiennent aux dichalcogénures de
métaux de transition (TMD) qui constituent un grand groupe de la famille des 2DM [16]. Les
dichalcogénures de métaux de transition suivent la formule générale MX2, où M représente l'atome de métal
de transition (molybdène ou tungstène) et X représente un atome de chalcogène (tellure, soufre ou sélénium)
[17]. Les TMD couvrent tout le spectre de la conductivité électrique (de l'isolant et des semi-conducteurs
aux métaux) [18], ce qui permet de fabriquer des transistors ultra-minces de faible puissance [19]. Les
membres de cette famille sont composés de trois plans atomiques et leur réseau hexagonal présente une
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symétrie d’ordre 3 qui peut supporter la symétrie d'inversion. Les TMD ont des transitions inter-bandes qui
suivent la règle de sélection résultant de la rupture de la symétrie d'inversion.
En fonction du nombre de couches pair ou impair dans les TMD (Figure 3.13), la symétrie d'inversion de
ces matériaux peut être rompue, ce qui donne la possibilité de générer un signal de second harmonique à
partir de ceux-ci. De façon plus détaillée, dans les TMD (avec une phase hexagonale - 2H), la symétrie
d'inversion est rompue dans les structures avec un nombre impair de couches, ce qui entraîne un signal de
SHG important dans les structures avec des couches impaires. En revanche, le signal de SHG est négligeable
dans les structures avec des couches paires puisque la symétrie d'inversion n'est pas rompue [16,20–22].
Cependant, la tendance mentionnée est inverse pour les TMD de forme 1T’ (phase monoclinique) [23]. Il
est à noter qu'un signal de SHG négligeable peut être mesuré lorsque la symétrie d'inversion n'est pas
rompue, ce qui est causé par les effets de surface du matériau [17].
L'idée d'utiliser des solides de la famille des 2DM comme blocs de construction pour assembler
verticalement des structures empilées (connues sous le nom d'hétérostructures de van der Waals (vdWH))
est très étudiée dans la communauté scientifique [24–31]. En bref, des couches individuelles de 2DM sont
combinées pour former un bloc de plans qui peut être manipulé et superposé à d’autres [32,33]. Cela permet
d'obtenir des structures plus complexes, car les propriétés finales des vdWH sont très différentes de celles
des 2DM isolés. Entre autres, on retrouve de grands changements dans les propriétés électroniques [34–37],
optiques [38,39] et magnétiques [40–42]. Toutefois, les matériaux de type 2DM ne sont estimés qu'à
quelques centaines [43]. Cependant, l'ajout de molécules (une couche moléculaire 2D continue) à un bloc
de la famille des 2DM élargirait considérablement la gamme des propriétés potentielles de cette famille. Il
existe un nombre illimité de degrés de liberté (figure 3.17) dans le design et la synthèse moléculaire [44–
46] qui peuvent modifier les propriétés du bloc. Ce concept permet à l'architecture artificielle des matériaux
2D d'activer des propriétés atomiques/moléculaires spécifiques, et les propriétés finales des blocs peuvent
être sélectionnées par un design moléculaire minutieux. Enfin, l'intégration d'une monocouche moléculaire
cristalline dans une hétérostructure de van der Waals (vdWH) multicouche forme un nouveau type
d'assemblage connu sous le nom de vdWH hybride [47–54].
Cette expérience a été conçue pour évaluer la possibilité d'utiliser des couches moléculaires pour contrôler
la génération de second harmonique dans les TMD. Pour en évaluer l'ampleur, l'émission de SHG de
quelques TMD a été comparée avec et sans la couche moléculaire supplémentaire. Au cours de cette étude,
les échantillons sans couche moléculaire supplémentaire (couche moléculaire continue en 2D) sont appelés
les échantillons originaux (TMD) et l'échantillon avec les couches moléculaires supplémentaires est appelé
le TMD hybride (ou TMD à architecture moléculaire). Pour ce faire, le disulfure de molybdène (MoS2) et
le diséléniure de tungstène (WSe2) ont remplacé le ditellurure de molybdène (MoTe2) original. La Figure
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3.22 représente le dispositif utilisé comme référence dans notre expérience. Ce dispositif est une
hétérostructure entièrement inorganique où un dispositif de type p (WSe2) est combiné à un dispositif de
type n (MoS2) [38].
Les effets du dopage moléculaire sur un dispositif de type n et sur un dispositif de type p devraient être
opposés. En d'autres termes, nous pensons que notre dispositif hybride présentera une amélioration de la
SHG dans le WSe2 et une diminution de la SHG dans le MoS2. Fondamentalement, notre étude permet de
suivre simultanément l'effet opposé de la couche moléculaire continue 2D prévu dans le WSe2 et le MoS2.
En fin de compte, nous avons démontré (Figure 3.23, Figure 3.24) la possibilité de contrôler la SHG, à une
petite échelle, grâce à l'architecture moléculaire de la surface des TMD.

(iii)

Compression d'impulsions et élargissement spectral basés sur la
réponse moléculaire Raman

Il existe de nombreuses sources de lumière dans le monde, mais l’amplification de la lumière par émission
stimulée de radiation, communément appelée laser, est la source la plus utilisée par les scientifiques car elle
peut

fournir

un

rayonnement

amplifié

répétitif

à

des

échelles

de

temps

très

brèves

(nano/pico/femto/attosecondes). Plus précisément, les sources de lumière peuvent être divisées en sources
cohérentes et sources incohérentes. La catégorie des sources cohérentes comprend les diodes laser, les
modules de diodes laser, les lasers accordables, les lasers HeNe et les lasers femtosecondes, tandis que la
catégorie des sources incohérentes comprend plutôt une variété de DEL, la lumière blanche et les sources
SLD à large bande.
Un oscillateur laser simple (Figure 4.1) est composé d’un milieu de gain laser, d'une source de pompage et
d'une cavité optique [55]. À l'intérieur de la cavité optique, la lumière est piégée pour être amplifiée en
passant à travers le matériau du milieu de gain à répétition (confinée dans un résonateur). Le tout est conçu
de manière à ce qu'une partie de la lumière puisse être extraite sous forme de faisceau lumineux afin de
fonctionner comme un oscillateur [56]. Dans des conditions normales, il y a toujours plus d'atomes au niveau
d'énergie le plus bas par rapport au niveau d'énergie excité du milieu de gain. Cependant, pour que
l'amplification fonctionne correctement, le milieu de gain doit être maintenu dans un état d'inversion de
population (le nombre d'atomes au niveau d'énergie supérieur doit être plus élevé que celui du niveau
d'énergie inférieur). Cette condition est maintenue dans un oscillateur laser grâce au mécanisme de pompage
[57].
L'autofocalisation a posé un défi pour l'amélioration de la puissance de sortie des lasers pendant près de
deux décennies (Figure 1.1). Cette question a finalement été contournée par l'introduction de l’amplification
par dérive de fréquence (chirped pulse amplification ou CPA) en 1985 [58]. Avant la CPA, les systèmes
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laser devaient demeurer bien en deçà du seuil d'intensité d’autofocalisation (GW/cm2) pour éviter
d'endommager les optiques du système [59,60]. Le concept à la base de la technique CPA est l'abaissement
de l'intensité optique pendant l'étape d'amplification. Ce principe est illustré à la Figure 4.2.
Des développements importants ont été réalisés au cours des six dernières décennies pour générer des
impulsions lasers intenses ultra-brèves [61–65]. Parallèlement au développement des sources lasers
énergétiques, des techniques de post-compression ont été développées pour générer des impulsions à cycle
unique [66]. Afin de bénéficier de l'intensité crête maximale possible, les développements de la postcompression ont été cruciaux puisque la puissance crête de l'impulsion est inversement proportionnelle à la
durée de l'impulsion [67].
En principe, le produit temps-fréquence (time-bandwidth product ou TBP) d'une impulsion est toujours
supérieur au minimum théorique [63,68,69]. Lorsqu’une impulsion a la durée minimale possible, on dit
qu’elle est à la limite de Fourier. Elle est également décrite comme une impulsion à phase spectrale plate
[4]. Ce phénomène est à la base des techniques de post-compression non-linéaire, qui nécessitent d'abord
d'augmenter la largeur de bande spectrale des impulsions. Généralement, cela se produit en exploitant un
phénomène non-linéaire comme l’automodulation de phase pour élargir spectralement l'impulsion avant la
compression.
L’automodulation de phase fait référence au phénomène par lequel un faisceau laser se propageant dans un
milieu interagit avec ce milieu et s’impose une modulation de phase à lui-même. L'origine physique du
phénomène réside dans le fait que le champ puissant d'un faisceau laser est capable d'induire un changement
appréciable de l'indice de réfraction du milieu en fonction de l'intensité. Le milieu réagit alors et inflige un
changement de phase à l'onde entrante, ce qui entraîne l’automodulation de phase (SPM). Dans le cas où
l’onde d’entrée provient d’un laser pulsé, la variation temporelle de l'intensité du laser entraîne une SPM
dans le temps. Comme la dérivée temporelle de la phase d'une onde est simplement la fréquence angulaire
de l'onde, la SPM apparaît également comme une modulation de fréquence. Ainsi, le faisceau de sortie
apparaît avec un élargissement spectral auto-induit.
En 1981, une nouvelle méthode de compression d’impulsions a été introduite, consistant en la propagation
de la lumière à travers une fibre monomode pour introduire un élargissement spectral à la fois par
l’automodulation de phase et par un retard de groupe. Comme la largeur de bande spectrale est plus grande,
la compression avec un miroir chirpé nous permet d'obtenir une impulsion relativement plus courte que
l'impulsion initiale. Les fibres monomodes sont limitées à la gamme d'énergie des nJ, qui peut être qualifiée
de faible énergie. Cette limitation est due à l'apparition de non-linéarités d'ordre élevé. En 1996, avec
l'introduction d'une nouvelle technique basée sur l'utilisation de fibres à cœur creux (hollow core fibers ou
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HCF) et de gaz nobles, ce problème a été surmonté permettant la compression d’impulsions à des énergies
mJ.
En général, la compression d’impulsions via la SPM est limitée par un facteur de compression [70]. Par
exemple, une fibre de 6 mètres est nécessaire pour compresser d’un ordre 33 des impulsions de 170 fs [71].
En utilisant plutôt la réponse moléculaire, nous pouvons atteindre un facteur de compression plus élevé tout
en ayant une configuration plus compacte.
Ici, nous discuterons de l'élargissement spectral induit par la réponse moléculaire de l'azote (N2) et de l'oxyde
nitreux (N2O). Les gaz nobles sont des milieux inactifs en Raman, et la plupart des techniques proposées
pour l'élargissement spectral et la compression d’impulsions dans les HCF ont été axées sur eux. En somme,
les gaz moléculaires ou plus spécifiquement les gaz actifs en Raman ont été initialement négligés car ils ont
une réponse non-linéaire retardée liée à l’excitation de modes rotationnels ou vibrationels [72]. L'objectif
de cette étude est de comprendre le comportement et le potentiel des gaz moléculaires ayant une forte
réponse Raman pour l'élargissement spectral. Ce projet peut avoir des applications pour la génération de
supercontinuum [73], la compression temporelle d’impulsions et pour repousser le cutoff de la génération
d'harmoniques d’ordre élevé [74].
L'interaction du fort champ électrique d’un laser avec des gaz moléculaires crée des paquets d'ondes. Cette
interaction induit un moment de force important dans les molécules qui entraîne un mouvement vibrationnel
et un alignement rotationnel [75]. Ces événements dépendent de la relation entre la durée de l'impulsion
incidente et le mouvement moléculaire. Par exemple, les molécules continueront à tourner même après
l'interaction si l'impulsion est plus courte que le mouvement moléculaire [76].
Lorsque la durée de l'impulsion incidente est comparable à l'échelle de temps du mouvement moléculaire
(régime d'excitation via l'impulsion), un mouvement appelé "kick rotor" se produit, qui préserve la quantité
de mouvement donnée par le laser après le passage de l'impulsion [77,78]. En d'autres termes, des paquets
d'ondes sont créés en accord avec le mouvement rotationnel cohérent des molécules. L'élargissement
spectral établi grâce à la réponse rotationnelle et le gain Raman est décrit comme la fonction de réponse
moléculaire retardée R(τ) par rapport à l'impulsion d'entrée.
La convolution (Eq.28) présente une montée abrupte à la tête et une chute lente à la queue. Il en résulte la
génération d'une nouvelle fréquence en tête de Δn(t) qui crée un spectre asymétrique. Le chevauchement de
l'enveloppe de l’impulsion avec la queue et la tête de Δn(t) déterminera le degré d'asymétrie. L'efficacité de
l'élargissement spectral par alignement moléculaire est maximisée lorsque la durée de l'impulsion se situe à
l'échelle de temps de l'alignement rotationnel maximal [79].
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L'aspect pratique de l'élargissement spectral et de la compression d’impulsions à l'aide de gaz moléculaires
(réponse rotationnelle et gain Raman) a été démontré à l'aide de miroirs chirpés post-compression. Ici, la
sortie de la HCF avec une impulsion d'entrée de 120 fs a été compressée avec des miroirs chirpés. Comme
chaque réflexion des miroirs chirpés introduit une quantité spécifique de chirp, du verre de quartz a
également été utilisée pour le réglage fin. Au total, une dispersion de retard de groupe négative de 176 fs2 a
été introduite dans l'impulsion, et l'impulsion principale avec 50 % de l'énergie initiale a été compressée à
7,8 fs (limite de Fourier ~ 6,2 fs).
Nous poursuivons notre étude de l’élargissement spectral induit par réponse moléculaire (N2 section 4.2) en
utilisant le N2O. Ce milieu gazeux a été choisi, car il présente une non-linéarité relativement importante par
rapport au N2 : nous prévoyons un élargissement plus important en raison de la non-linéarité plus grande de
cette molécule. En outre, l'alignement rotationnel maximal de N2 se produit à environ 120 fs. Cependant, le
N2O est un gaz plus lent, et nous nous attendons à un alignement rotationnel maximal à environ 280 fs [80].
Le comportement global de cette technique est compliqué et nécessite une étude plus approfondie. En se
basant sur les simulations 1D et sur la théorie, nos attentes initiales nous portaient à croire que l'efficacité
de l'élargissement serait maximale à l'échelle temporelle de la réponse moléculaire. Ainsi, nous nous
attendions à ce que l'alignement maximal se produise autour de 280 fs (N2O). Cependant, nos données à la
Figure 4.12 ne confirment pas cette hypothèse. La tendance générale de la Figure 4.12 semble indiquer qu'il
existe une relation inverse entre la durée d’impulsion et la puissance crête requise pour saturer l'efficacité
de l'élargissement. Néanmoins, nos mesures à haute pression sont en accord avec le fait que l'efficacité
maximale de l'élargissement serait à l'échelle temporelle de l'alignement moléculaire. En résumé, lorsque
nous ne sommes pas limités à la puissance crête d'entrée ou à la pression du système, l'efficacité
d'élargissement maximale suit le comportement attendu. Cependant, l'efficacité de l'élargissement pour
différentes durées d'impulsions d'entrée est extrêmement sensible à la puissance crête d'entrée. Les
impulsions de plus courte durée nécessitent une puissance crête ou une pression moléculaire plus élevée
pour atteindre l'élargissement maximal possible.
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1.1 Introduction to the study
In 1916, almost 42 years before the construction of the first laser, Albert Einstein introduced a physical
amplification phenomenon called stimulated emission [1]. In this process, an incident optical signal of a
suitable frequency causes an excited electron to lose its energy and returns to a lower level, which leads to
emitted radiation. The first evidence of stimulated emission was indirectly reported in 1928 by Rudolf
Ladenburg [2]. A decade later, he completed this work by proposing a direct method to demonstrate the
existence of stimulation emission as well [3]. In 1953, Charles H. Townes and James. P Gorden built the
first ever maser (microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) [4]. The introduction of this
device initiated the idea of extending this principle to higher frequencies. Thus began the race to build the
first ever laser (initially known as optical maser) [5]. Eventually the first ever laser (ruby crystal medium)
was built by H. Maiman [6] in 1960 and this technology has been key in observing a wide variety of
nonlinear optical effects including second harmonic generation (first observed by Franken et al. in 1961)
[7]. Second harmonic generation (SHG), is nowadays used for a wide variety of applications including
frequency conversion of laser wavelengths, pulse characterization [8,9] and laser scanning microscopy for
material and biomedical imaging [10].
There are various number of applications (specially nonlinear effects) that rely on peak power, and they
consequently confirm the necessity of pulsed lasers. Q-switching (also known as giant pulse formation)
laser was one of the first steps on the path to achieve high peak power lasers. This idea was first proposed
in 1958 by Gordon Gould [5] and then independently in 1962, Fred J. McClung and Robert W. Hellwarth
[11] successfully generated 100 times higher peak power over the ordinary ruby lasers through a Kerr‐cell
switching technique. A typical, Q-switching laser can produce optical pulses in the order of 10 to 20 ns.
Mode locking is another successful approach to generate pulsed lasers. In this concept, the optical pulses
can be as short as the Fourier transform of the bandwidth [12] and through the broad spectral bandwidth of
dye lasers the path to ultrafast pulse generation began to accelerate. In 1972, Erich Ippen and Charles Shank
reported the generation of 1.5 ps pulses by passive mode locking continuous wave (CW) dye lasers [13].
Dye lasers had important limitations and more importantly, maintenance of dye solutions were quite tricky
and complex. This issue pushed the developers toward solid-state lasers. Although in 1987 pulses as short
as 6 fs [14] were reported through the combine effect of pulse broadening and dispersion compensation,
producing pulses below 100 fs was an extremely complicated and cumbersome task which limited this
regime to a small number of laboratories [5]. The introduction of Ti-Sapphire lasers (1982, CW) combined
with passive Kerr lens mode-locking (1990) revolutionized the ultrafast field by producing pulses as short
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as 60 fs only through circulation inside the oscillator cavity [15]. In other words, Kerr lens mode locking
paved the way for the generation of femtosecond pulses with high peak power directly from the laser cavity.
The introduction of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique was a major breakthrough (Figure 1.1) in
laser science [16]. This technique resolved the pulse amplification limitation caused by a nonlinear
phenomenon called self-focusing [17]. CPA was initially introduced in 1985 by Prof. Gérard Mourou and
Prof. Donna Strickland. Their contribution was recognized by the 2018 physics Nobel Prize. The
combination of mode locking Ti-Sapphire laser and CPA delivers an outstanding high-power pulse. With
the help of gas-filled hollow core fibers [18], intense single-cycle pulses starting with a Ti-Sapphire laser
system [19] has been generated. This approach is widely used in ultrafast laboratories for strong-field
physics applications [20].

Figure 1.1: History of laser intensity [21].

1.2 Organization of the study
During my M.Sc. under the supervision of Prof. François Légaré, I worked on three topics related to the
generation, characterization, and applications of ultrashort laser pulses. Prior to my M.Sc., I had very limited
experience with optics and the three projects in which I have been involved over the last two and half years
have helped me gain experience in nonlinear optics. More specifically, the three topics on which I have
worked are: (i) temporal characterization of laser pulses at the focus of a microscope objective using
Frequency Resolved Optical Switching (FROSt), (ii) second harmonic generation microscopy for material
characterization, and (iii) spectral broadening of femtosecond laser pulses using the rotational Raman
molecular response. Below, I will provide the scientific context motivating this research work.
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For the development and applications of ultrafast laser systems, it is essential to have characterization
techniques capable of measuring the temporal profile and spectral phase of the pulses [8]. For example, in
SHG microscopy, the signal generated at the focus of the microscope scales inversely with the laser pulse
duration [22]. In the group of Prof. François Légaré, we are using SHG microscopy for high spatial
resolution imaging of biological samples and materials. However, we do not have a characterization
technique capable of measuring the temporal profile of the laser pulses at the focus of the microscope
objective. Indeed, through pulse temporal and phase characterization at the focus of the microscope, we can
have better control of the nonlinear process in the microscope. In the context of my M.Sc. project, I have
been working to expand the Frequency Resolved Optical Switching (FROSt) technique to temporally
characterize laser pulses at the focus of our laser scanning microscope. This technique has been recently
introduced by the group of Prof. François Légaré and is based on gating the pulses using transient absorption
in a solid [23]. Contrary to current techniques based on Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [24]
and Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric-field Reconstruction (SPIDER) [25], FROSt is free of
phase matching since it is not based on nonlinear optical conversion where phase matching has to be fulfilled
[26]. For example, at the Advanced Laser Light Source (ALLS) laboratory, SHG-FROG is commonly used
to characterize few-cycle laser pulses and satisfying the phase-matching condition imposes the use of very
thin nonlinear optical crystals (e.g. 10 microns thick beta barium borate for measuring sub-10 femtosecond
pulses at 800 nm) [27]. However, with FROSt, one needs to simply inject carriers in the conduction band
of a low bandgap material with pump pulses and afterwards, to probe with the pulses to characterize the
drop of transmissivity as a function of the time delay [26]. From the measured transmitted spectrogram
(spectra vs. pump-probe delay), the pulses are retrieved using a ptychographic algorithm [28]. My goal was
to apply this approach for the characterization of low energy pulses (few nanojoules) directly from a TiSapphire oscillator used for SHG microscopy. Typically, the ultrafast light source for nonlinear microscopy
is a high repetition rate (MHz range) near-infrared laser. This source induces a high number of generated
photons while maintaining a low amount of energy per pulse to avoid ionization and damage in the imaged
material. This was actually the main reason to further investigate the possibility of characterizing low energy
pulses using the FROSt technique. While we have obtained some spectrograms showing a transient gate
induced by the pump pulses, we have not been able to reach sufficient intensity to observe a permanent drop
of transmissivity as it was observed in ALLS [26]. For this reason, we have not been able to obtain the
temporal profile of the low energy pulses with FROSt. However, as discussed in greater details in section
2.5, the optical configuration that we have used so far was not focusing the pump pulses enough to reach
the fluence required to induce a permanent drop of transmissivity. As mentioned, our goal here was to extend
the FROSt technique to the SHG microscopy system and this further encouraged me to become familiar
with the nonlinear microscopy world.
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Second harmonic generation (SHG) is an instantaneous coherent process where two photons with equivalent
frequency convert into a single photon with double the frequency of the initial photons [22,29]. This is a
second order nonlinear process which only occurs in non centrosymmetric structural organization [22]. This
is the case for most piezoelectric [30], pyroelectric and ferroelectric [31] materials. It is also the case for
some biological tissues made of collagen [32–35], cartilage [36–38], microtubules, and skeletal muscle
[39,40]. Implementing this concept inside a microscopic system makes a powerful measurement technique
to verify the inversion symmetry of a material [41].
The possibility of controlling linear optical behaviors like refractive index gave birth to widely used electrooptic modulators [42,43]. This concept inspires to control nonlinear properties as well. For instance,
controlling the second order susceptibility (responsible for second harmonic (SH) signal) can give birth to
SHG transistors which forms resourceful possibilities [44] and here, we discuss the prospect of tuning the
SHG emission of a transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) through the alternation of exciton charging
effects. This concept has been successfully demonstrated with electrostatic doping [45,46] and here we look
for an alternative approach which is free of external gating to achieve a similar outcome. To comprehend
this concept better, TMDs and their larger family, which is two-dimensional materials (2DMs) will be
discussed.
The family of 2DMs is limited to materials with only a single or few layers of atoms [47] and since its first
introduction in 2004 [48], this research field has gained enormous attraction. Generally, when we think
about material properties, we usually only consider the type of that material. Though, this assumption is not
entirely correct. Significant properties like conductivity or even light-matter interactions are associated to
the size and dimension of a material as well [49]. There are various studies that superimpose different 2DMs
- as building blocks [50] - to manipulate and obtain more complex structures (superlattices) and achieve
superior functionalities [50]. Though, due to the processing incompatibility between the dissimilar 2D
materials, there are difficulties involving high-order superlattice structures [51]. An interesting approach to
avoid this issue is to use molecular layers into these superlattices (hybrid superlattices). This approach
widens the range and potential properties of this family since there is an unlimited number of degree of
freedom in the design of molecular arrangements (molecular architecture) which can change the whole
block’s properties [51]. In Chapter 3 of this thesis, with the help of the SHG microscopy system, I worked
on the evaluation of attaining SHG tunability through molecular architecture. For this experiment, a 2D
continuous molecular layer was vertically stacked in a building block to tune the SHG. In summary, we
evaluated the ability to manipulate the optical properties of superlattices and the outcome is explained in
details in Chapter 3.
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As mentioned earlier, our goal here was to gain expertise in different aspects of nonlinear optics. After
working on ultrashort pulse characterization and then using ultrashort pulses for material characterization
(using SHG microscopy), I wanted to learn more about spectral broadening and ultrashort pulse compression
techniques. Usually, the generation of ultrashort pulses with few optical cycle duration requires first to
increase the bandwidth of the laser pulses, and then to compensate the nonlinear spectral phase through
dispersion compensation [52]. In 1987, a newly developed technique for pulse compression was introduced
by propagating pulses through a single mode fiber. The idea is to broaden the spectrum through self-phase
modulation [14]. This technique was successfully used to compress a 50 fs pulse to 6 fs at 620 nm [14].
Though, single-mode fibers are limited to the energy range of nJ which can be labeled as low energy due to
the appearance of high order nonlinearities. In 1996, by replacing the single-mode fibers with hollow core
fibers (HCFs) filled with noble gases, this issue was rectified and a state-of-the-art pulse compression at mJ
level by self-phase modulation (SPM) was made possible. Here in the group of Prof. François Légaré, a
study is underway on pulse compression in HCF using molecular gases [27,53–55].
Pulse compression induced by self-phase modulation in HCF using noble gases is a well-known topic, since
they have a high ionization potential and insignificant dispersion at low pressure [56–60]. Raman active
gases by delayed nonlinear response from the excitation of rotational or vibrational modes have been
neglected till recently [27]. Here in our team an investigation was conducted (led by Reza Safaei and Fan
Guangyu) to study the spectral broadening (induced by Raman active gas) by using nitrogen (N2) as the
molecular gas filling the HCF [55]. In this study, the broadening induced by N2 is completely asymmetrical
and favors the generation of frequencies at longer wavelengths (red-shifted). This spectral broadening is
established on the nonadiabatic molecular response, which is described as the delayed molecular response.
Basically, the molecular response to the pulse temporal profile is delayed, which generates new frequency
at the leading edge. Perhaps the main highlight of spectral broadening by this technique in comparison to
SPM based broadening is the efficiency of this technique for picosecond pulses, which is significant as an
application for Yb laser sources. The path to understanding the nonlinear physical aspects of broadening
caused by this molecule was further continued in another publication, which is out of the scope of my thesis
[53]. After working as an experimental team member on this study, I pursued my own investigation with
N2O which has a slower molecular response in comparison to N2. The broadening was scanned with respect
to the input pulse duration, input pulse peak power and molecular pressure. Our finding indicates
asymmetrical broadening relatively broader in comparison to N2. The result of this investigation is explained
in Chapter 4.
To summarize, for each chapter, a literature review is provided to put my work in context. Chapter 2
discusses the implementation of FROSt to characterize pulses with nanojoule energy. In Chapter 3, SHG
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microscopy is used to evaluate the SHG tunability of TMDs. Finally, Chapter 4 discusses spectral
broadening and pulse compression using nonlinear propagation in hollow core fibers filled with molecules.
Finally, a conclusion to discuss potential outlook is provided.

Chapter 2
Pulse characterization with Frequency Resolved
Optical Switching
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Ultrashort pulses are the best tool to track and control ultrafast phenomena since they are the shortest
artificial events ever created by humans; they are considered as the ruler to measure ultrafast events [61].
One essential requirement of using ultrashort pulses to probe an event is to make sure that these pulses are
shorter than the measured event [62]. Intensity autocorrelation based on second harmonic generation was
the first successful approach to characterize the temporal duration of ultrashort pulses without the
requirement of known reference pulses [63]. This technique is based on measuring the ultrashort pulse by
itself using a nonlinear process such as second harmonic generation [61]. Though, this technique provides
only an estimation of the pulse temporal duration since different pulse temporal structures can give the same
SHG autocorrelation. However, only knowing the temporal duration of the pulse is not always sufficient.
For instance, the pulse structure can play a significant role in understanding the result of an experiment such
as the study of molecular vibrations [64]. To measure the exact temporal structure of a laser pulse, its
spectral amplitude and phase are required. The spectral amplitude can be easily measured with a
spectrometer. However, characterizing the phase of unknown pulses remained a challenge until 1991. This
issue was finally resolved by the introduction of frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) [62]. Like
autocorrelation, FROG uses a nonlinear process as a gate, but instead of recording the nonlinear output
using a detector, it records the spectrum as a function of time delay. Although the experimental setup is
extremely simple, this technique manages to reconstruct the pulse structure by solving the two-dimensional
phase-retrieval problem [24].
We can categorize advanced methods to characterize ultrashort pulses into two main groups. Techniques
like FROG (introduced by Trebino in 1991) [62] and dispersion scan [65] (introduced by Miranda in 2012)
are considered as spectrographic techniques [9]. Another approach to characterize ultrashort pulses is based
on interferometry. One of the first techniques to characterize pulses based on this approach was spectral
phase interferometry [66]. In this technique, we use a well-known characterized pulse as a reference and
interfere it with the pulse of interest in the spectrometer. In this approach, the reference pulse has to cover
the spectral range of the pulse of interest and the characterization is based on the interference measurement
of the two pulses in the spectrometer. This technique does not require any nonlinear event, but it still requires
a reference pulse with the shared spectrum which is rarely available [66]. In a next step a more advanced
characterization technique based on interferometry was introduced. The idea was to use the replica of the
pulse to interfere while it frequency shifted. This technique is called spectral shearing interferometry [67–
69]. Finally, in 1998, the spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER)
technique was introduced [70]. In this technique (which is an advanced technique), the pulse of interest is
duplicated and then distanced temporarily to make two pulses well separated with no overlap. A third pulse
(from the same input) by the help of dispersive optical element is strongly temporally stretched (it is
stretched enough that each frequency is spaced in the time domain). By combining the two copies of the
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duplicated pulse with the stretched pulse in a nonlinear crystal, sum frequency generation occurs and each
of the two duplicate pulses overlaps with different parts of the long-stretched pulse. The output of the sum
frequency generation is then detected by the help of a spectrometer [25]. This technique is useful for
retrieving the spectral phase of the pulse.
SPIDER and FROG are both very strong techniques to fully characterize ultrashort pulses and depending
on the case each have advantages and disadvantages. For instance, FROG is more suitable for longer pulses
since SPIDER requires special optics to stretch the pulse sufficiently [9].
Frequency resolved optical switching (FROSt) is a newly developed technique in the ALLS laboratory [26].
This spectrographic technique is very strong for the characterization of ultra-broadband pulses, since it
doesn’t require the phase matching condition to create the nonlinear gate. This allows the use of this
technique for characterization of ultra broadband pulses over a wide spectral range [26]. In other words,
FROSt is a very strong method to characterize pulses in different spectral ranges with minimum adjustments.
Nevertheless, there are some unanswered questions about this technique like the threshold of the laser pulse
repetition rate which will be discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Preliminary information
Above, we have mentioned that Intensity autocorrelation, FROG, and SPIDER are using nonlinear processes
for gating the ultrashort pulses to characterize it. The most widely used nonlinear process is second harmonic
generation. To better explain the limits of SHG based characterization techniques, this nonlinear process
will be discussed in section 2.1.2. In addition, to clearly explain why pulse characterization techniques are
essential, we will discuss the effect of linear propagation on the temporal structure of laser pulses in section
2.1.3. Moreover, a brief introduction on some of the basic concepts of electromagnetic radiation is presented
in the following section.

2.1.1 Brief introduction on electromagnetic radiation
In the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 2.1), energy distribution is quantified by wavelength [71]. Another
way to distinguish electromagnetic waves is frequency. Basically, frequency of light represents the number
of waves that pass a point in space during any time interval. Usually frequency is represented in Hertz (Hz),
which provide the number of optical cycles within one second [72]. However, for historical reasons,
wavelength is usually used to represent and distinguish electromagnetic waves from each other [71].
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the electromagnetic spectrum. Extracted from [73].

Electromagnetic light sources can be categorized based on their properties; some common properties of
light can be observed in Figure 2.2. Basically, a light source can be called monochromatic when it has only
a single optical frequency (single wavelength) or in another word the bandwidth (𝚫𝝂) is zero. Even though
a laser beam doesn’t have a zero bandwidth, its bandwidth is narrow enough to follow some monochromatic
behavior. Theoretically laser systems are only quasi - monochromatic, but in the practical world they are
commonly known as a monochromatic sources [74].

Figure 2.2: Quality of light waveform prospects. Adapted from [75].
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The electric field of light is perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The output of a source is called
linearly polarized when the electric field vectors vibrate in a single plane [15]. Another important quality to
distinguish light sources is coherence. The output of a light source is said to be coherent when there is a
fixed relationship between the electric field values in different locations, or in other words when waves
maintain their same phase relationship while propagating through space. Coherence is an important property
of the laser output [76].
Ultimately, since the bandwidth of a laser is finite, eventually the different frequencies in a laser beam will
get out of phase with each other. Principally, the time required for two oscillations differing in frequency
by ∆𝒗 to get out of phase by a full cycle is 𝟏⁄𝚫𝒗 and by the end of this period, destructive interference
between different frequency components of the pulse can occur. This period is known as coherence time
which is usually represented by the corresponding coherence length 𝑳𝒄

𝒄⁄𝚫𝝂. In the case of ultrashort

pulses, since their spectral bandwidth can be large, they have a short coherence length. Furthermore, the
more bandwidth they have, the shorter they can be if the spectral phase is flat (all colors arriving together).
Therefore, pulse characterization is very critical in ultrafast science and technologies, and the main nonlinear
process used to characterize unknown pulses is second harmonic generation. This process is discussed in
the following section.

2.1.2 Brief introduction on second order nonlinear optical response and the impact of phase
matching
The discovery of the laser in 1960 [77] as a light source created an opportunity to explore non-linear effects
due to their strong electric field, which lead to the experimental observation of nonlinear processes such as
second harmonic generation [78] (Figure 2.3) and self-focusing [17].

Figure 2.3: Optical setup for the first experimental observation of SHG: Focusing a ruby laser beam on a quartz
crystal, lead to appearance of relatively weak beam which is separated from the input beam by a prism.
Extracted from [78].
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Principally, the strength of the electric field (E) affects the dipole moment per unit volume also known as
polarization (P) of a material system. This relationship separates the linear and nonlinear phenomena. To
observe nonlinear phenomena, a strong electric field is required to be applied to a medium such that the
dipole will enter into nonlinear oscillations. Linear behavior of light which is represented in Eq.1 (like
absorption and reflection) can be expressed by the linear relationship between the induced polarization and
the electric field [79].
𝑃 𝑡
where 𝜒

𝜖 𝜒

Eq.1

.𝐸 𝑡

represents the linear susceptibility and 𝜖 represents permittivity of free space.

Eq.2 represents the polarization with regular light, under a strong electric field; the polarization has also
nonlinear terms which appear in the Taylor series:
𝑃 𝑡

𝜖 𝜒

Ẽ 𝑡

𝜒

Ẽ 𝑡

𝜒

Ẽ 𝑡

⋯

Eq.2

In this equation, each term represents the behavior of a nonlinear order: For instance, light propagation in a
second order nonlinear medium is represented as:
𝑃

𝑡

𝜖 𝜒

Ẽ t

Eq.3

This term is responsible for a number of processes (Figure 2.4) including second harmonic generation (SHG)
[78], sum frequency generation (SFG) [80], difference frequency generation (DFG) [80], and optical
rectification (OR) [81].

Figure 2.4: Illustration of second-order nonlinear parametric processes including, (a): second harmonic
generation (SHG), (b): sum frequency generation (SFG), (c): difference frequency generation (DFG). The
schematic is represented in top and the transition energy diagram is represented in bottom.
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SHG is an instantaneous conversion of two photons to one photon at exactly double the frequency of the
incident beam [79]. Furthermore, SHG is a parametric process where the photon energy always needs to be
conserved (Eq.4): On the contrary, Two-photon excited fluorescence (2PEF) is an example of a nonparametric process which is discussed in more details in the next chapter (Figure 3.4).
𝜔

𝜔

𝜔

Eq.4

In addition to the photon energy, the photon momentum is expected to be conserved as well. In other words,
for this process to occur efficiently the following condition must be satisfied [82].
𝑘

𝑘

𝑘

Eq.5

Generally, the photon momentum is related to:
𝑘

𝑛

𝜔
𝑐

𝑛

2𝜋
𝜆

Eq.6

Where 𝑛 is the index of refraction at the 𝜈 . The term phase matching happens when both Eq.5 and Eq.6
are simultaneously satisfied. Considering the SHG process from Eq.5 and Eq.6, phase matching is achieved
when:
𝑛

𝑛

Eq.7

However, dispersion prevents the refractive index of 𝜔 and 2𝜔 to be equal (Figure 2.5a). This condition is
circumvented (Figure 2.5b) through birefringent materials or quasi-phase matching [22,82].

Figure 2.5: (a): Refractive index is related to the frequency, thus the condition in Eq.7 cannot be satisfied. (b):
Birefringent materials have ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices. Phase matching can be satisfied
through using the extraordinary polarization for ω and ordinary for 2ω. Adapted from [83].
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Moreover, since the refractive index is related to the frequency (Eq.6), satisfying the phase matching
condition over a broad spectral range is difficult. For instance, phase matching for BBO crystal (a common
birefringent crystal) does not occur below 400 nm. Overall, the phase matching condition is satisfied when
the momentum and energy of photons are conserved throughout a nonlinear process. Satisfying phase
matching in bulk materials is critically important on the efficiency of SHG. The SHG phase matching (for
nanoscale materials) is further discussed in Chapter 3.
This section was an introduction to the SHG process and the importance of satisfying the phase matching
condition. Later in section 2.4, we will introduce the FROSt technique for ultrashort pulse characterization.
One of the main advantages of this technique in comparison to SHG based pulse characterization techniques
is the fact that it does not require satisfying the phase matching condition.
In the following section, we discuss some of the ultrashort pulse properties like: intensity, spectral phase,
pulse temporal duration and time-bandwidth product. This section is helpful to understand what we are
looking to characterize while going through different techniques in the upcoming sections.

2.1.3 Description of ultrashort laser pulses
A pulse can be simply explained as a very short burst of electromagnetic energy, with its time-dependent
electric field component being the product of a temporal envelope with an oscillating sine function [84].
The relationship between the temporal width and the spectral width of a pulse is inverse (Figure 2.6), and
this means that the broader a pulse is in terms of spectral bandwidth, the shorter its duration can be [85].

Figure 2.6: Simple illustration of the relationship between the pulse duration and the spectral width for (a-c):
short-long pulse. Adapted from [83].
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An ultrashort pulse can begin with a specific frequency and end at an entirely different frequency: this is
defined by the chirp. Additionally, the variation of frequencies of the pulse in time can be altered because
of various reasons, some even as simple as linear propagation through air [61]. That’s why it's very
important to characterize the temporal structure (amplitude and phase) of laser pulses.
Proper description of a pulse can be given by its electric field (Figure 2.7) expression using scalar
approximation in Eq.8:
Eq.8

2𝐼 𝑡 ⁄𝜀 𝑐 𝑒

𝐸 𝑡

The temporal intensity and phase of the pulse are commonly known as I 𝒕 and 𝝓 𝒕 respectively. Though,
only the imaginary part of the temporal electric field Eq.8 is usually sufficient to represent the pulse [86].

Figure 2.7: Ultrashort pulse filed representation. Extracted from [61].

The frequency and the temporal domain are linked through the Fourier transform [87]. Through this function
(Eq.9), the electric field of the pulse in the time domain can be converted into the frequency domain (Eq.10).
𝐸 𝑡 𝑒

𝐸 𝜔
𝐸 𝜔

𝑆 𝜔 𝑒

𝑑𝑡

Eq.9
Eq.10

In this equation, the spectral amplitude and phase is represented as 𝑺 𝝎 and 𝝋 𝝎 respectively. We can
also get the spectrum by [61]:
𝑆 𝜔

𝐸 𝜔

Eq.11
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Directly measuring the time-dependent electric field of a laser pulse is not possible with standard detection
devices (e.g. photodiodes). These detectors cannot provide the required sub-femtosecond temporal
resolution (an optical cycle at 800 nm is 2.66 fs) [88]. Thus, pulse characterization techniques are based on
measuring the spectra of the laser pulses with a standard spectrometer, and the spectral phase is retrieved
using advanced pulse characterization techniques. The time-domain electric field is obtained using the
Fourier transform of the complex spectral amplitude by the following equation [87]:
1

𝐸 𝑡

2𝜋

𝐸 𝜔 𝑒

𝑑𝜔

Eq.12

Here in this section, we have just described the pulse electric field in time and frequency domain. We have
also briefly pointed out the prospect of transforming the information from the frequency domain into the
time domain.
Evolution of the ultrashort pulse phase
The temporal phase (𝝓 𝒕 ) can be written in terms of a Taylor series at the time zero. A typical pulse phase
can be described by using only a few terms of this series.
𝜙 𝑡

𝜙

𝑡𝜙

𝑡 𝜙 ⁄2

⋯

Eq.13

Another important information in the time domain is the instantaneous frequency which is represented as
𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒔𝒕 𝒕 .
𝜈

𝑡

𝜈

𝑑𝜙

𝑑𝑡

2𝜋

Eq.14

The Taylor series introduced in Eq.13 includes different orders of the phase. Principally these orders are
responsible for different phase distortion phenomena, and we are going to briefly discuss a few of them.
Basically, the first term in Eq.13 is 𝝓𝟎 which is known as the zeroth order phase or absolute phase. The
absolute phase represents the relative phase of the carrier wave (Figure 2.7, blue line) in comparison to the
reference envelope (Figure 2.7, green line) and this information is only interesting in pulses with one or few
optical cycles and not relevant for multi-cycle pulses [61]. The second term in Eq.13 is 𝝓𝟏 and it refers to
the linear shift (Figure 2.8b) in frequency or time. This term doesn’t affect the pulse shape and it would
either affect the temporal delay in arrival of the pulse (linear term in spectral phase resembles as a shift in
time) or spectrally shift the pulse (linear term in temporal phase resembles as a shift in frequency) [85]. The
third term in Eq.13 is 𝝓𝟐 and it's responsible for the second-order phase (Figure 2.8c). A pulse with the
second order phase is commonly known as a linearly chirped pulse. This term is extremely important since
it describes the frequency as a function of time, also called the chirp. The instantaneous frequency (Eq.14)
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of the pulse is increased/decreased linearly in time, which leads to positively/negatively chirping a pulse.
It's noteworthy to mention that by removing the chirp we can obtain the shortest temporal duration of a pulse
which is known as the Fourier limited pulse (Figure 2.8a) [85].

Figure 2.8: The temporal shape of 800nm Gaussian laser pulse of (a): Flat phase, (b): First order phase - shifted
in time, (c): Second order phase- broadened through 200 fs2 chirp. Adapted from [89].

Principally, temporal pulse duration (𝜟𝒕) provides information about the pulse in terms of seconds and on
the other hand the spectral width (𝜟𝒗) provides information in terms of Hz. TBP given by Eq.15 makes it
possible to estimate to what extent the pulse is close to the limited Fourier pulse since the TBP is minimal
in this case [61].
𝑇𝐵𝑃

𝛥𝑣. 𝛥𝑡

For example, the minimum obtainable TBP for a Gaussian pulse is 0.441 (𝛥𝑣. 𝛥𝑡

Eq.15
) [89]. It’s

noteworthy to mention that 𝛥𝑡 and 𝛥𝑣 are determined based on the intensity FWHM rather than electric
field.
Ultimately, in this section, we got familiar with the representation of different features of ultrashort pulses
in time and frequency domain. In the next section, we will resume our early discussion about the
characterization techniques of ultrashort pulses.

2.2 The intensity autocorrelation
The information about spectra (directly acquired by a spectrometer) of a light source is not sufficient to
comprehend it, and we are missing key elements like pulse temporal duration and phase. Here we will briefly
discuss the journey toward one of the first ultrashort pulse characterization techniques.
Optical detectors like photodiodes and photomultipliers are devices capable of photon detection by emitting
electrons in response to them [71]. The electronic response is relatively slow (1 ns) which means they only
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have the capability to determine the integral of the pulse intensity [61]. More importantly, the optical
detectors are too slow in comparison to ultrashort pulses and ultimately the only available event short
enough to monitor the pulse is the pulse itself.
Historically, intensity autocorrelation, 𝑨 𝟐 𝝉 is one of oldest [63,90–93] successful approaches to
characterize the temporal duration of ultrashort pulses: due to its simplicity, this technique is still widely
used to estimate the pulse duration [84]. This method (Figure 2.9) is based on splitting the beam into two
beams and overlapping the main pulse with the delayed version of itself on a nonlinear medium to record
the intensity of the nonlinear optical signal (such as the second harmonic) by a detector that allows to scan
the intensity of the ultrashort pulse over time. This approach is noise free and we are only detecting the
created gate from the temporal overlap of the two pulses [94].

Figure 2.9: Non-collinear autocorrelator setup: Two replicas of the pulse with an adjustable delay are spatially
overlapped on a SHG crystal. Adapted from [89].

In the case of SH intensity autocorrelation, the second harmonic signal is proportional to the product of the
intensities of two pulses (Eq.16).
𝐴 𝜏

𝐼 𝑡 𝐼 𝑡

𝜏 𝑑𝑡

Eq.16

This technique is not very accurate on the pulse shape, and we are required to assume a Gaussian or another
temporal shape from it. In this method, the shape of the pulse is always symmetric, and we cannot distinguish
any asymmetric shapes (like third order spectral phase). The intensity autocorrelation (Eq.16) basically only
provides information about the evolution of the intensity in time and lacks any information about the actual
phase. Retrieval of the spectral phase through reconstruction algorithms of the pulse based on intensity
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autocorrelation is considered as an unsolvable 1D phase retrieval mathematical problem [95]. In summary,
intensity autocorrelation is not sufficient, and even combining this information with the spectrum is
unsuccessful to determine the phase of the pulse [96].

2.3 Frequency resolved optical gating (FROG)
Frequency resolved optical gating was the solution to the long-lasting issue of being blind about the spectral
phase of ultrashort pulses. In this approach the problem is solved in the joint time-frequency domain [97,98]
by measuring (Figure 2.10) the spectrogram of the pulse [99].

Figure 2.10: Gating the electric field temporally and then recording the spectrum of the gate in terms of the
delay. G(t-τ) denotes the gate or window function (the overlap between E(t) and E(t-τ). This allows simultaneous
record of the arrival time and frequency of an optical wave. Extracted from [83].

In the simplest form, the optical approach of FROG is as simple as autocorrelation: creating a gate through
the nonlinear interaction of the pulse with a delayed version of itself. However, the information is recorded
using a spectrometer instead. Basically, this amounts to recoding (Figure 2.10) the critical information of
spectrum vs. delay.
𝐼

𝜔, 𝜏

𝐸 𝑡 𝐸 𝑡

𝜏 𝑒

𝑑𝑡

Eq.17

Eventually, this approach (Eq.17) reconstructs the spectral phase with the proper inversion algorithm [3,
25]. FROG is a two-dimensional phase retrieval problem which has a unique solution: basically FROG trace
retrieval is an inverse problem, matching the correct question to the solution you already have [100].
As mentioned, FROG is based on the appearance of a nonlinear gate and the most common approach is
known as SHG FROG [100]. SHG FROG is very reliable and sensitive for pulse reconstruction, but there
are limitations involving the satisfaction of SHG phase matching requirement (section 2.1.2) depending on
the input wavelength (Eq.6) and pulse duration [22]. It’s noteworthy to mention that the crystal used for
SHG FROG should have appropriate thickness, smaller crystal thickness would provide the capability to
measure pulses with more bandwidth [61].
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Illustration of SHG FROG
In this part, we will go through an example of this technique for the characterization of ultrashort pulses. I
took the following FROG trace in ALLS laboratory while working on a subproject. This trace belongs to a
Ti-Sapphire oscillator output which was stretched and amplified at 50Hz repetition rate. The amplified
output was then compressed using a pair of gratings in the compressor. This trace was acquired using a
homemade build SHG FROG, and I reconstructed the pulse based on the algorithm developed by R. Jafari,
T. Jones and R. Trebino [101].
Here in Figure 2.11b the intensity and phase of our pulse is represented in the time domain. It’s noteworthy
to mention that the phase where the intensity (blue line) is zero is meaningless and we are supposed to
remove the phase information outside of the interested area, this task is known as phase blanking [61]. Our
SHG-FROG trace (Figure 2.11a) illustrates a third order phase (𝛟𝟑 ). Basically, 𝛟𝟑 leads to a quadratic
group delay where the central frequency arrives before the frequency at the sides.

Figure 2.11: SHG-FROG (a): Reconstructed spectrogram trace. (b): The intensity (black line) and phase (blue
line) temporal evolution. Here we have a 52 fs pulse with third order phase behavior (𝝓𝟑 =1465 fs3)
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2.4 Frequency resolved optical switching (FROSt)
Frequency resolved optical switching (FROSt) is a newly developed technique at the advanced laser light
source (ALLS) laboratory based on transient absorption in solids [26]. The optical approach (Figure 2.12)
of FROSt can be as simple as a pump and probe setup.

Figure 2.12: Principle of the frequency resolved optical switching. The initial spectrum of the probe is recorded
in terms of the time delay. Extracted from [26].

In this technique, an intense ultrashort pulse (pump) is used to photoexcite the electrons of a solid (low band
gap material) from the valence band to the conduction band. This absorption will act as a semiconductor
switch (Figure 2.13) and as a result, the optical transmission of the probe will drop and will recover over a
time duration much longer than the pulses that we want to characterize. This switch originates from the
photoexcited carrier dynamics, which acts as a temporal knife-edge, slicing the probe pulse waveform
[26,102].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: Transient absorption processes. This absorption will act as a semiconductor switch.
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In this technique, the transmitted spectrum of the probe is recoded as a function of time delay and then the
output spectrogram is used to reconstruct the temporal profile of the probe and switch with ptychography
algorithm. The critical requirement of this method is to have a pump with sufficient intensity to induce the
photoexcitation process and the benefit of this technique is that it avoids phase matching requirements since
there are no frequency conversion [26].
In this approach, the transmission drop provides encoded information about the optical switch and the cutoff delay of each frequency provides phase information. The FROSt retrieval algorithm is based on the wellknown spatial ptychography used in microscopy [28].
𝐼 𝜔, 𝜏

𝑃 𝑡 𝑆 𝑡

𝜏 𝑒

𝑑𝑡

Eq.18

This algorithm is transposed into the time domain and the phase retrieval algorithm was developed
specifically for this pulse characterization technique. The switch S(t) is the temporal equivalent of an object
in the traditional ptychography which is formed by pump Is(t). In this process, the spectral amplitude and
phase of the probe are required to be recovered. Ultimately, this technique has the complete capability of
temporal characterization of ultrashort pulses [26]. In this technique, the photoexcited solid only affects the
switch created by the pump. The reconstructed pulse is free of any influence from it: this concept has been
verified through characterization of the same pulse using different solid materials (refer to Figure 8 in [26]).
As we mentioned earlier at the beginning of the chapter, FROSt is a strong tool for the characterization of
ultra-broadband pulses [26]. For instance, the output of an OPA pumped by a Ti-Sapphire laser covers a
spectrum range from 1.2 µm to 20 µm, and there is no available standalone commercial system to fully
characterize the temporal profile of the OPA output in its full spectral range of operation. FROSt can
characterize over such broad spectral range with minimum adjustment [26].
Illustration of FROSt
Here we will go through an example of this technique for the characterization of ultrashort pulses. I took
the following FROSt trace in ALLS laboratory while working on a subproject. Using an OPA we generated
a signal and an idler at 1.4 and 1.8 µm. After the amplification, 7 µm mid IR pulses were generated using a
difference frequency generation (DFG) in a 180 µm-thick GaSe crystal.
When we take a FROSt trace, we can use any pump as long as it has sufficient intensity to photoexcite the
medium. Here we use the 7 µm mid IR source as our probe and to pump, we use the available 800 nm which
has sufficient intensity. It's noteworthy to mention that the pump and probe should overlap spatially and
temporally in the medium. Figure 2.14 represents the probe transmission evolution while we change the
delay between the pump and probe.
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Figure 2.14: The FROSt spectrogram of the 7 µm MID IR source. The silicon medium was photoexcited by the
800 nm pump.

The acquired trace in Figure 2.14 contains the critical information regarding the delay position for the cutoff transmission at each specific wavelength of the probe spectrum. Using this information, the FROSt
algorithm was used by my teammate to reconstruct the pulse (Figure 2.15). The 7 µm Mid IR source
generates ultrashort pulses with 153 fs temporal duration, which is near the Fourier transform limit (146 fs).

Figure 2.15: The intensity and phase temporal evolution of the pulse. The temporal duration of the pulse is 153
fs (Second order phase: -192 fs2, Third order phase: -7621 fs3). The FROSt reconstruction was performed by
Philippe Lassonde.

Figure 2.16 shows the transmission of the probe as a function of the delay for one specific wavelength. The
temporal overlap will induce a gradual drop of transmission, and here we have a 98% drop. Currently, the
FROSt algorithm is capable of reconstructing traces which have at least 10% transmission drop. This
information is important for our upcoming discussion in section 2.5, since we would like to further develop
this technique for high repetition rate lasers.
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Figure 2.16: The arrival of the 800 nm pump will induce a gradual drop on the 7 µm transmission of the probe.

2.5 Investigation of transient gate at different repetition rates
As mentioned, the optical approach of FROSt is based on photoexciting the solid through a strong pump
and monitoring the variation of the probe spectrum induced by the photoexcited solid. The proof of concept
of this technique was achieved using µJ pulses with a 100 Hz repetition rate laser system. Essentially, we
don’t have the complete information about the pump pulse features necessary to create the gate of this
technique: For instance, we suspect the relaxation time of the solid material (after photoexcitation) may
cause limitation on the operation of this technique on laser sources with high repetition rate. Since high
repetition rate oscillator systems are widely applied in the optical world (specially in nonlinear microscopy),
an investigation was conducted here to find more about the limitation of using FROSt to characterize it. The
overview of the initial experimental setup is represented in Figure 2.17. A 80 MHz Ti-Sapphire oscillator
output was used as the source of the investigation.

Figure 2.17: Initial experimental setup to investigate FROSt operation at different repetition rates
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Lack of transient gate
The optical approach of this technique is as simple as a non-collinear SHG FROG. To start the experiment,
first the temporal overlap of the setup is certified using SHG upconversion in a BBO crystal. Then we only
need to switch to our solid (ZnSe) and monitor the probe transmission before and after the temporal overlap
with the pump: we are looking for a transient gate (Figure 2.18) to reconstruct the spectrum of the probe as
a function of the delay. However, no transient gate (drop of transmittance on the probe) was observed
through our initial attempt.

Figure 2.18: Transient gate which creates a gate for the probe and the reconstruction occurs based on the
location of each frequency cut-off.

Numerous attempts were conducted to improve the spatial overlap but no transient gate was ever observed.
As mentioned, this technique was demonstrated in the ALLS laboratory using a 100 Hz source with µJ
pulses. Thus, the lack of sufficient energy (nJ) and the high repetition rate (80 MHz) effect on the solid are
the two main possible causes for the unsuccessful observation of the transient gate. At this stage, I
investigated different available optical focusing (30cm – 5 cm) geometries at maximum available output
power (1000 W) of our laser system to improve the pump fluence. However, this did not solve the problem.
At this stage, we highly suspected the repetition rate as the cause of failure, and we did not proceed to further
improve the energy density by using objective lens geometry. For this purpose, a pulse picker was used to
decrease the repetition rate of the oscillator.
Searching for the transient gate while scanning the laser repetition rate
This task was executed by synching the pulse picker with the clock of the oscillator. Since the transient gate
of this investigation is only recognizable based on monitoring the probe transmission, performing clean and
accurate pulse picking is critically important for this investigation. For a high-quality pulse picking, we are
required to check the quality of the phase lock by the help of an oscilloscope and the key is finding the
balance between the maximum energy, the phase lock and the bandwidth of the pulse through alignment
and synchronization.
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We started the investigation at 100 Hz, which is the exact repetition rate as the proof of concept of this
technique in ALLS. For this scan, 10 nJ pump pulses were used at 50 µm diameter, which is the approximate
equivalent of 0.5093 mJ⁄cm and here, no change was observed in the probe transmission. We knew 100Hz
is a low enough repetition rate that should work. Consequently, the of observation of transient gate means
that our pump fluence was not sufficient to photoexcite the solid. One of the first attempts to observe the
transient gate was to scan the repetition rate systematically. Although increasing the repetition rate would
not change the energy density of the pulses, it would affect the power density. Basically, this may solve our
issue since a switch through saturable absorption (transient gate) can occur with extreme power density
close to the crystal damage threshold.
The attempt for a systematic increase of repetition rate was unsuccessful to observe any transient gate as
well. We tried numerous different approaches to solve the unsuccessful efforts. The first attempt was to
repeat the scans at different focusing geometries. With the help of a 5cm focusing lens, we improved the
energy density of the pump to 12.73 mJ⁄cm . We repeated the scan at various number of repetition rates
but no transient gate was observed.
Improving the stability of the system
Since the energy and stability of the source was a major restriction for the execution of this experiment,
further modification was performed on the main oscillator source (Figure 2.19). The oscillator cavity was
completely realigned step by step to maximize the energy while maintaining maximum stability of the
system. This task was successfully achieved and the overall output energy was improved from 1000 mW to
2300 mW. In addition, the new output of the oscillator bandwidth was significantly improved, which would
allow further pulse temporal compression.

Figure 2.19 Inside the Tsunami Oscillator. Modification intended for exploiting the maximum energy.
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Next, I worked on the pulse picker stage to keep the pulse energy at the maximum level with minimum loss
while adjusting the repetition rate. To achieve this, the pulse picker stage was kept at over 95% transmission,
with time lock synchronization between the oscillator and the electronic pulse picker. This task was quite
critical on the upcoming observed data.
Finally, after numerous attempts to improve the stability of the system, a gate (Figure 2.20) was observed
while monitoring the probe transmission. The observed gate was scanned for different repetition rates (100
Hz – 80 MHz) and this gate clearly appeared from 100 Hz to 10 MHz. It's noteworthy to mention that this
gate was occurring even at 80 MHz, but the signal was noisier.

Figure 2.20: Probe output spectrogram at 400 kHz repetition rate.

The appeared gate from 100Hz to 10MHz always had around 0.86% of transmission drop, which is
dramatically smaller than the 98% drop of Figure 2.16. It’s noteworthy to mention that since this
transmission drop is extremely low (close to the laser and pulse picker noise level), to observe this gate I
was required to find a way to extremely stabilize the laser and the pulse picker stage. That’s why I spend a
lot of time learning about maintaining maximum stability of the system, before observing the gate. As
mentioned in section 2.4, the current threshold for the transmission drop to successfully reconstruct the
pulse using the FROSt algorithm is 10% and here although we have found our gate, we are unable to
reconstruct the pulse since the transmission drop was not sufficient for the algorithm.
Improving the transmission drop
To solve this issue and improve the transmission drop for the transient gate we had two different ideas to
move forward, the first idea was to improve the energy density by using a tighter focusing geometry. For
this purpose, we needed to use an objective lens to reach the sufficient pump fluence. There are some
physical difficulties involving this idea: principally the probe beam size must be no bigger than the pump
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beam size, so if we are using an objective lens for our pump, we need to find a way to match the focal spot
of the pump for the probe as well.
The second idea was to increase the photon energy of the pump. Basically, ZnSe bandgap is equal to 2.7eV
and to reach transient absorption with our 800nm (1.54eV) pump we require high energy density. By
changing the pump photon energy to 400 nm (3.1 eV) we would need a lower energy density since the
photon energy is surpassing the bandgap. For this purpose, we used a BBO crystal for double frequency
conversion of the pump. To improve the conversion, our pump was focused onto the BBO crystal using a
lens with 5 cm focal length. The new wavelength of our pump was at 400 nm and the silver mirrors used on
the optical line of the pump were switched to the UV enhanced aluminum mirrors to maintain maximum
propagation transmission. Unfortunately, using a pump with higher photon energy was unsuccessful to
activate a clear transient absorption gate at any repetition rate (100Hz to 80MHz). Ultimately, even though
our photon energy is higher, we lack the sufficient fluence since we are also losing energy on the SHG
conversion.
Improving the SHG conversion through temporal compression of the 800 nm pulse
At this stage, we tried improving the pump SHG conversion through matching the crystal thickness and
angle but this was not sufficient. Moreover, we temporally compressed the 800-nm pulse to induce higher
SHG conversion using higher input peak power (Eq.19).
𝑃
Where 𝜏

𝑃
𝐹

𝜏

,

Eq.19

depends on the pulse shape as well.

I used a home-built FROG system to characterize the 800 nm pulses. Initially our pulse was positively
chirped (Figure 2.21a, 𝛟 : 9.76x103 fs2, TBP: 1.57): This chirp was introduced to the pulse through the
optical path, mainly at the pulse picker stage. This pulse was temporally compressed by introducing a
negative chirp (using chirped mirrors). We end up with a 66.6 fs (Figure 2.21b) ultrashort pulse with 0.441
TBP and 16 fs2 𝛟 which is close to the Fourier transform limit pulse. Before the adjustment of the source
for this experiment, the Fourier transform limit of the source was around 100 fs and by adjusting the laser
source, the broader spectrum permitted compressing the pulse to 66 fs.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.21: Using chirped mirrors to compress the input pulse from (a): 470 fs, 𝛟𝟐 = 9.76x103 fs2 to (b): 66 fs,
𝛟𝟐 =16 fs2. (left): Reconstructed spectrogram. (right): Pulse intensity and phase vs. delay.

As we discussed, the frequency doubling of the pump was not successful to create the required transient
gate for this experiment. To obtain more energy at 400 nm, we compressed the pulse to 66 fs to maximize
the SHG conversion on the BBO crystal: throughout this experiment, depending on the input pulse duration,
the thickness of the BBO crystal was adjusted for maximum conversion. Unfortunately, even with the
maximum available intensity of the double frequency pump at 3.1 eV, we were unable to observe the
mandatory transient gate required for FROSt characterization. Basically, using a 400 nm pump would not
solve our issue unless we reach higher energy density by either achieving far better SHG conversion or
using a tighter focusing geometry.
Based on our calculation to have a sufficient drop of transmission using 800 nm pump with 15 nJ pulses,
we are required to at least have a focal beam diameter of 3.45 µm. The desired focal spot is possible to reach
with the help of an objective microscope lens, but as mentioned earlier it’s not a straightforward task to do
and there are some complications which unfortunately, I was unable to demonstrate due to the heavy
schedule of the beam time in the laboratory.
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2.5.1 Future plan
This investigation should be continued with the help of an objective lens, which would provide sufficient
pump fluence (Figure 2.22) required for the appropriate drop of transmission of the transient gate.

Figure 2.22: Transmission of ZnSe using a microscope objective. The X axis provides the relative position of the
sample from the focal spot. This plot provides the sensitivity of the focal spot for inducing a 54% transmission
drop.

As mentioned earlier, there are some physical difficulties involving this idea. Principally the probe beam
size must be no bigger than the pump beam size: if we are using an objective lens for our pump, we need to
find a way to match the focal spot of the probe as well. The spatial overlap of the pump and probe using
collinear and nonlinear approach with a single or two objective lenses would involves some technical
hitches. There are various physical difficulties to reach spatial overlap using two objective lenses in the noncollinear approach since the focal spot is too close to the objective lens. On the other hand, performing this
experiment using a collinear geometry has some issues as well. If our pump and probe lines are overlapping
in a collinear geometry, we don’t have any suitable way to completely remove the pump line after the ZnSe
medium: the distribution of energy between the pump and the probe line is 95/5 and even with the help of
a polarizer we cannot completely remove the pump. Eventually, there is always a small leak which can
affect the data.
My recommended approach (Figure 2.23) for this experiment is to combine the initial two ideas and use
400 nm pumping in a collinear approach while using an objective lens. We would have sufficient fluence
while avoiding any noise from the pump since it is on a completely different wavelength.
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Another advantage of using this approach is the fact that we can implement it into a nonlinear microscope
system and characterize our pulses exactly at the objective lens of the microscope with minimum
adjustments. This information can be extremely useful since the signal intensity in the second harmonic
generation is inversely proportional to the input pulse duration [22].

Figure 2.23: Recommended setup.
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At the end of the second chapter of this thesis, we discussed the possibility of extending the FROSt
characterization technique to high repetition rate oscillator lasers. For this experiment, an 80 MHz TiSapphire oscillator was used, which is quite common for nonlinear optical microscopy such as two-photon
fluorescence and second harmonic generation (SHG) [103]. Principally, the light source of a nonlinear
microscopy system preferably has a high repetition rate laser which allows maintaining a low pulse energy
to avoid ionization and damage in the imaged material [104]. Another important feature is the pulse duration
of the input source: basically, the light source for two-photon fluorescence and SHG microscopy system is
preferred to have a relatively short pulse duration, which would allow to obtain a high nonlinear signal
(fluorescence and SHG) [22]. The next significant feature for the source of a SHG microscopy system is the
fundamental input wavelength [75]. The source of the SHG microscopy is preferred to have an input
wavelength which would ensure that the output SHG wavelength is on the edge of the autofluorescence
[105]: SHG is always at half the input beam wavelength, however the broad spectrum of auto fluorescence
remains unchanged (Figure 3.1). Overall, an 80 MHz Ti-Sapphire oscillator, which delivers around 150 fs
pulses with a tunable wavelength, is one of the most common and robust excitation sources for two-photon
fluorescence and SHG microscopy [10].

Figure 3.1: SHG and fluorescence spectra in comparison to the fundamental spectra. Changing the fundamental
wavelength directly changes the SHG position (λSHG=0.5 λFundamental), though the broad spectrum of fluorescence
remains unchanged and is only affected in magnitude. Adapted from [103].

As mentioned earlier (section 1.2), the ultimate goal of this master thesis was to gain expertise in different
aspects of nonlinear optics, and in chapter two I explained how I learned about ultrashort pulses and different
approaches for their temporal characterization. For the investigation in that chapter (section 2.5,
Investigation of transient gate at different repetition rate), I required a high repetition rate source which was
only available in the nonlinear optical microscopy lab of INRS-EMT. Working in this lab encouraged me
to get familiar with the nonlinear microscopy world. First, I started with learning about the optical aspects
of this technique. Eventually, through collaboration with the team of Prof. Emanuele Orgiu, I used this
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technique to investigate the possibility to modify the SH signal of TMDs by manipulating the molecular
architecture. Before discussing this investigation, we will go through a brief introduction on microscopy.

3.1 Brief introduction on microscopy
In the beginning microscope was simply an instrument to magnify tiny objects [106]. The simple microscope
(magnifying glass) was initially made of a single lens and it’s unclear who invented it [107]. In the 1590s,
Hans and Zacharias Janssen (lens makers) invented the compound microscope through experimenting with
lens combination inside a tube. They discovered that a magnified image by a particular lens can be further
magnified by using a secondary lens. This device (Figure 3.2a) delivered the possibility of two-stage
magnification. However, the first compound microscopes were unsuccessful to improve the resolution
which led to blurry and obscured images. Nevertheless, Hans and Zacharias Janssen discovery laid the
significant groundwork for the development (Figure 3.2b) of optical microscopes.

Figure 3.2: (a): The first compound microscope made by Janssen (1590’s). (b): Hook’s compound microscope
(1665) used for discovery of cell. Adapted from [108].

Overall, many individuals were involved in improving the resolution and the contrast of optical microscopes
over the years [109]. Figure 3.3 represents a few of the important early accomplishments for the
development of optical microscopy.
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1846
1903
1935

• First ever commercialized microscope was built by Carl Zeiss in Jena
• Dark field microscope was introduced by Khole
• Phase contrast microscope was introduced by Zernike

1952

• Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy was introduced by Nomarski

1969

• The first ever laser scanning microscope was introduced by Davidovits & Egger

1977

• Confocal microscope was introduced by Sheppard & Choudhury

Figure 3.3: Significant early development of optical microscope thought the years [104,110–113].

Two-stage magnification in compound microscope
As mentioned, a compound microscope can be made by the association of two lenses commonly known as
an objective lens and an eyepiece alongside a light source and a sample holder. The magnification part
occurs in both of these stages, the objective lens creates a magnified image, and the job of the eyepiece is
to view the magnified image.
𝑀

𝑀

𝑀

,

Eq.20

An objective lens creates an image of the object onto the field stop, and that creates a limitation in terms of
the imaged surface area. For instance, a 4× objective lens image will have a 16-mm diameter field stop. Due
to this, every objective lens has an aperture to limit the area of bundle light known as the Numerical Aperture
(NA) [111]. In other words, the numerical aperture provides information about the ability of an objective
lens to gather light and image it in a fixed distance [111].
In optical microscopy, light is the probe to determine the structure of objects and therefore, light wavelength
is a resolution factor [75]. In any type of optical microscopy, it’s crucial to know about the properties of the
light source such as monochromaticity, polarization, coherency and collimation (Figure 2.2) since each and
every one of these properties can affect the quality and lead to inaccurate imaging [75]. To explain better,
when we are dealing with light and matter, there are various phenomena that can occur. Light can be
transmitted, reflected, absorbed, diffracted. This is why the selection of the source is very crucial [75].
The introduction of the laser [77] made it possible to achieve unprecedented intensity, which not only
improved the signal efficiency in linear optical microscopy techniques, but also initiated the nonlinear
optical microscopy world as well [114].
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3.2 Nonlinear optical microscopy
During the establishment of the theory of quantum mechanics in 1931, Maria Göppert-Mayer predicted
“elementary processes with two quantum transitions” which is the equivalent of describing the phenomenon
known as two-photon absorption [115,116]. Basically, this theory suggests the possibility to excite electrons
to a higher level by using more than a single photon, since the electronic levels are quantified. This concept
was experimentally applied only one year after the construction of the first laser [6]. In 1961 second
harmonic generation (SHG) was measured for the first time in quartz (Figure 2.3), which began the
experimental observation of nonlinear optics [78]. Moreover, the two-photon excited fluorescence (2PEF)
in a crystal of CaF2:Sm2+ was also reported during this year, which experimentally endorsed GoppertMayer's prediction [117]. Let’s start by having a closer look at the energy diagram of SHG and 2PEF in the
next part.
Jablonski energy diagram of SHG and 2PEF
In the SHG process (Figure 3.4a), the photon pair’s total energy is smaller than the energy band gap of the
material. Thus, the bond electrons experience a momentary (~10-15s) virtual transition (no real electron
energy transition) and returns to the ground state with the emission of a SHG photon. Unlike SHG, the
photon pair energy of 2PEF (Figure 3.4b), is greater than the lowest energy level of the excited state. Thus,
the bond electrons transit to a real energy level (real electron energy transition) through absorption of two
photons. The excited electrons often experience a non-radiative vibrational energy decay (~10-12s) to the
lowest excited state. After dwelling for a few nanoseconds in this state, the excited electron returns to the
ground state while emitting a single photon. Unlike SHG, 2PEF has always less energy than double the
frequency of the incident beam [22,118].

Figure 3.4: The transition energy diagram of (a): SHG and (b) 2PEF. SHG photon is emitted through a virtual
transition at exactly double the incident photon energy. However, in a 2PEF a photon is emitted through real
electron energy transition and always has less energy than double the incident photon energy.
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Nonlinear optical microscopy
Nonlinear optical microscopy techniques (such as 2PEF and SHG microscopy) deliver several advantages
including high penetration depth [119–121], intrinsic 3D imaging [122–124] and decreased photodamage
to tissue samples [119–121] through using near-infrared lasers [125]. A proper way to categorize nonlinear
microscopy techniques is based on the coherency of the produced signal [103]. Principally, the produced
signal of incoherent nonlinear microscopy (such as 2PEF) has a random phase and the power of the signal
is proportional to concentration of radiating molecules. On the other hand, the phase of coherent
microscopes is rigorously arranged by a variety of aspects [41]. The common causes behind the phase of a
coherent signal are excitation light phase and the geometric distribution of the radiating molecules [41].
Coherent signal power follows the square of the concentration in radiating molecules. Common known
techniques of coherent nonlinear microscopy are second harmonic generation (SHG) [126] and coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy [127].
2PEF microscopy
The introduction of two-photon excited fluorescence (2PEF) microscopy in 1990, revolutionized the field
of microscopy [103]. 2PEF is based on the simultaneous interaction of two photons with a molecule which
produces an excited photon with quadratic intensity dependence to the input intensity [103]. This technique
has given rise to diverse imaging applications in the field of biology: neuronal plasticity [128], calcium
dynamics measurement deep in brain and live animals [129,130], neurodegenerative disease [131], etc. The
effect of using longer excitation wavelengths in 2PEF is a higher penetration depth (while slightly
compromising the resolution) compared to an ordinary confocal microscope system [132]. There are
drawbacks in these systems as well, since absorption can lead to unwanted effects such as photo bleaching
(light-induced destruction of fluorophores) [122].

3.3 SHG microscopy
In 1974, Robert Hellwarth and Paul Christensen used a SHG microscope experimental setup (they
implemented SHG into an optical microscope) to observe the crystal structure of ZnSe [133]. Later,
Gannaway and Sheppard applied this concept to a laser scanning microscope to acquire SHG images in
various crystals [134]. In 1986, SHG microscopy was demonstrated using biological tissues as well [135].
SHG microscopy is a handy technique in the world of biology, capable of characterizing connective tissues
such as skin, tendon, bones, and blood vessels as well as collagen fibers in internal organs such as liver,
kidney, and lungs [35,136–150]. Since SHG is only the conversion of photons without any absorption, this
allows the reduction of photo toxicity and out-of-plane photo bleaching [41]
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Expression of the second order nonlinear converted field
In a dielectric medium, the macroscopic dipole moments sum (p) induced by an external electric field (E)
is the induced polarization density (P). Moreover, the optical response is classified into linear and nonlinear
governed by the relationship between P and E. The general optical response (Eq.2) was previously described
in section 2.1.2. In even-order nonlinear responses (such as SHG), the relationship between the induced
dipole P and excitation field (E) cannot be built unless the inversion symmetry is broken. Hence the SHG
is zero and forbidden for centrosymmetric materials [22].
SHG is a second order nonlinear response (𝑷
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The second order susceptibility (𝝌 𝟐 ) tensor is bulky and through the Kleinman symmetry, and certain
symmetries of the material, it usually gets simplified to two or three nonzero components [151]. Polarization
resolved SHG Microscopy (P-SHG) measurement can give access to the ratio of these tensor components.
For instance, here in our group, the tensor matrix holding the structure information of calcium barium
niobate epitaxial thin films was calculated [152] based on this concept.
Polarization resolved SHG Microscopy (P-SHG)
As mentioned, the second order susceptibility tensor holds molecular information through the orientation of
the molecule and incident beam [22]. However, SHG microscopy alone is unable to uncover all this
information. The combination of SHG and polarization provides information regarding the arrangement of
the dipolar distribution of the sample, since there is an existing relationship between the generated SHG and
the incident electric field [153]. Basically, P-SHG provides interesting information by taking advantage of
the sensitivity of polarimetric methods to the molecular orientation distribution [154] and the high
specificity of SHG for dense noncentrosymmetric macromolecular organizations [155–158]. P-SHG can
successfully differentiate collagen types from others [159] and acquire in-plane molecular structural
information [141]. To gain this information, the SH signal is examined based on the incident beam
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polarization and ultimately comparing a theoretical model with the intensity angular dependency leads to
extracting the mentioned molecular information [153]. However, adjusting accurately the incident
polarization is critically important.
Calibration of incident polarization
Usually, the polarization of light is adjusted by the help of a half wave plate, quarter plate, and a polarizer.
For accurate data, the polarization of the incident light needs to be adjusted close to the sample holder of
the microscope system. Though for precise data, this is not sufficient since the optical components through
the path can alter polarization. One approach to avoid this issue is to introduce the required compensation
polarization before the entrance of the microscope system [160]. In this approach, with the help of an
analyzer, the introduced polarization of the combination of the half wave (HW) plate and the quarter wave
(QW) plate is determined. This scan is repeated for different angles of the HW and QW plates. To facilitate
this procedure, software written by Brideau and Stys was used to speed up the calibration process [160]. In
brief, the first step before performing a P-SHG scan is to create a calibration map including every linear and
circular polarization required for this scan. In Figure 3.5 we can observe the laser polarization as a function
of the HW and QW angles that I acquired for the following experiments discussed in this chapter.

Figure 3.5: The calibration map prepared for P-SHG scan. A fully eight-shaped fit represents a linear
polarization and an oval (circular) fit represents a circular polarization point.
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A P-SHG calibration map represents the incident polarization of light on the sample holder. Here a circular
polarization point is represented as an oval or circular fit and a fully eight shaped fit represent a linear
polarization. This map creates a guiding path to avoid ellipticity while scanning different polarization angle
for data accusation.
SH intensity and radiation pattern in SHG microscopy
Generally, in the plane wave approximation the SH signal intensity (for very low conversion cases such as
SHG microscopy) is expressed as:
|𝐴

𝐼
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is a constant, 𝐼 is the input intensity and L is the sample interaction length.
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0, Figure 3.6b) or

𝟎, Figure 3.6a), the SH intensity is governed by the square of the
term respectively.

Figure 3.6:(a): Typical wave-vector mismatch in SHG. (b): Perfect phase matching in SHG. Adapted from [114].

Unlike fluorescence (Figure 3.7a) which emits signal isotropically [161], SHG results from the summation
of light fields that are induced by molecular arrangement possessing ordered noncentrosymmetric structures
and satisfying the phase-matching condition[114]. This leads to producing (Figure 3.7b) highly directed
SHG radiation [162,163]. Basically, when the phase matching condition is completely satisfied (Δk=0,
Figure 3.6b), the entire SH signal is emitted in the forward direction (Figure 3.7c, twin green lobed). This
is the case with interfaces and uniaxial SHG crystals. On the other hand, this is different when dealing with
biological tissues. In this case, due to the intrinsic dispersion and randomness of these samples, the phase
matching can never be fully satisfied. Consequently, the SHG distribution is in both forward and backward
directions [114]. As the coherence length of the backward SHG is relatively smaller than the forward SHG
coherence length, the SH signal in the forward direction generally dominates (the SHG emission is formed
in the shape of two lobes, Figure 3.7c). However, the forward/backward signal ratio is not fixed. Example
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(i): the radiation pattern of the SHG in a small scatterers area (like one collagen fibril) is highly dependent
on the scatterers orientation: depending to the angle of the fibrils (Figure 3.7b), the forward SHG can
dominate or be equal to the backward SHG [156]. Example (ii): In thick muscle fiber tissues, the forward
SHG extremely dominates. However, when the interaction length is less than 𝝀𝟐𝝎 ⁄𝟐𝝅

100nm, quasi-

phase matching (QPM) is satisfied and SHG is generated partially in both forward and backward directions
[162,164].
In Figure 3.7c (blue pattern) alongside the SHG radiation pattern, we can observe the THG (third-harmonic
generation) radiation pattern as well. THG is considered to be a volumetric process which is not limited to
the requirement of inversion symmetry breaking. In THG, alongside the twin lobe behavior (surface
generation), there is conical shape pattern (volumetric generation) [165]. More importantly, SHG also
appears and is highly used in volumetric media as well. In volumetric media, SHG is dominated by the
noncentrosymmetry of the scatterers (due to molecule properties, arrangement and crystal structure) and the
SHG radiation pattern is greatly affected by the focal spot depth on the sample [166,167]. This can lead to
a volumetric conical shape radiation (such as in the THG case in Figure 3.7c) [168]. Furthermore, the
fundamental wavelength is also highly effective on the backward SHG generation [169].

Figure 3.7: (a) Fluorescence has isotropic emission. However (b) SHG directionality is based on the orientation
and distribution of the nonlinear dipoles. Extracted from [97]. (c): The SHG and THG radiation patterns in
tightly focus microscopy. Extracted from [166]. Backward generation is not shown to simplify the
understanding.

In the end, backward detection is a significant feature in SHG microscopy. The SHG backward detection
feature provides important information on the spatial distribution of tissue samples with quasi phase
matching condition: in this condition the SH signal is quasi-coherent and the distribution pattern is governed
by the spatial distribution. To further explain, we need a combination of both forward and backward SHG
for the complete comprehension of the spatial distribution [162,164]. Additionally, the SHG backward
detection is a true asset when dealing with materials (or samples) that limit forward detection for reasons
such as thickness and lack of transmission. Figure 3.8 shows an example of forward and backward SHG
detection, using our SHG microscopy system on MoSe2. In the following section, we will discuss some of
the technical aspect in our SHG microscope system.
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Figure 3.8: SHG microscopy image of MoSe2 in forward (transmission) and backward (reflection) directions.
The SH signal dominates in the forward direction, though backward generation is a real asset, especially when
there are limitations in forward detection. Sample was provided by Franz J. F. Löchner, Institute of Applied
Physics, Abbe Center of Photonics, Friedrich Schiller University Jena.

3.4 Technical overview of our SHG Microscopy system
Laser source
Here in our group, we use an 80 MHz Ti-Sapphire oscillator as
the source of our customized multiphoton microscope. In this
system, the output pulse is precisely phased locked either
internally or externally by the help of a 3930 Lok-to-Clock
system. The repetition rate of this source is set by the factory
at 80 MHz and this high repetition rate would produce a low
amount of energy per pulse which would avoid ionization and
damage in the imaged material. As mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter, the wavelength of the SHG microscopy system
input source should preferably be chosen in a way to ensure
that the SHG wavelength is on the edge of autofluorescence
(Figure 3.1) [105]. This is quite significant since we can avoid
absorption while maintaining considerable penetration depth
[170]. For the following experiments discussed in this chapter
our Ti-Sapphire oscillator was mode locked at 810 nm (15 nm
bandwidth) producing 150 fs ultrashort pulses.

Figure 3.9: Multiphoton Microscope Setup
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Microscope System
The customized microscopic system (Figure 3.9) used for the experiments discussed in this chapter has an
inverted orientation. The usage of these microscopes are growing rapidly since the inverted stage is more
accessible and has a more stable center of mass which would make it more resistant to vibration [75]. There
are some downsides with these types of microscopes, for instance, the objective lens can relevantly face a
higher chance of getting damaged in this setup.
Here in our system, there are two separate paths to emit the light inside the microscope, first it uses a
combination of galvanometric mirrors which allow the system to scan a small area of a sample at high speed.
In this method, the focused beam scans laterally across the specimen surface in a rectangular pattern (known
as raster scan) by the combination of the two high-speed galvanometric mirrors [171].
The second path uses a simple silver mirror and scans the sample by moving the stage in a pattern [172]. In
other words, in the first method the stage is fixed and the input beam is scanning and in the second method,
the beam is fixed and the stage is moved to perform the scan. The stage scanning method is preferred for
scanning a large area. In this method it’s important to enlarge the size of the beam to fully benefit from the
high NA [173]. In either of these approaches, the incident beam is tightly focused on a sample by an
objective lens (20x,0.75NA, Olympus) and after that, the propagated signal is collected by a condenser and
sent toward the detector.
Beam Intensity control
Inside of the microscope, the intensity of the beam can be reduced by the help of natural density filters,
which basically moderate the intensity of all wavelengths [75]. Moreover, since the signal intensity in SHG
is inversely proportional to the pulse temporal duration, the dispersion of the pulse is controlled by prechirping outside of the microscope with the help of a pair of chirped mirrors. The proposed technique in
section 2.5.1 could ease the process of characterizing the exact chirp of the pulse directly at the sample
holder. This information can be used to compress the pulse which would permit higher SH signal.
Data acquisition
Generally, based on the specific type and application of the multiphoton microscopy, the desired response
of light and sample should be collected. The desired response can be based on isolating a specific range of
wavelengths or polarizations. To isolate specific wavelengths, we usually use a mixture of band-pass filters
and edge filters. Edge filters can be classified into two categories: long pass filters block the short
wavelengths, and short pass filers transmit the short wavelengths. On the other hand, band-pass filters block
both up and down the desired wavelength, and are generally only suitable for specific purposes [75].
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The SHG which is the frequency doubling of the fundamental differs itself from the fundamental so that
one can filter the signal out of the excitation easily. Basically, here for our SHG microscopy measurement,
the SH signal at a central wavelength of 405 nm is distinguished from fundamental at 810 nm by the use of
two low-pass filters (FF01-720/SP-25, Semrock) and a narrow band-pass filter (FF01-405/10, Semrock). In
the end, the output of a microscope is an image which is the representation of the emitted signal to the
detector. This is why proper filtration is of great importance when dealing with microscopy. In the end, the
distinguished signal is amplified with the help of a photomultiplier tube (PMT, R6357, Hamamatsu) with
adjustable gain control.

3.5 Illustration of using SHG microscopy to evaluate noncentrosymmetry
In general, the second order nonlinear interaction only occurs into crystalline media with no symmetry at
the atomic scale (non-centrosymmetric/ break of inversion symmetry) [22]. Common examples of noncentrosymmetric materials are piezoelectrics [30] and ferroelectrics [31]. SHG is sensitive to any point
symmetry violation in the material, and implementing this concept inside a microscopic system creates a
powerful measurement technique to analyze the symmetry properties of crystals.
Here in this section, we briefly discuss the data that I acquired as a complementary set of measurements to
verify the inversion symmetry break of SrTiO3 thin films. These films were provided by the team of Prof.
Andreas Ruediger in the context of a collaboration. The complete details of the project are outside the scope
of this thesis, and this section is mainly an illustration of using SHG microscopy to evaluate
noncentrosymmetry in a material.
Brief introduction on the project
Perovskites are a very important class of materials that have suitable properties for a number of applications
(electro-optical) since they show a wide range of properties like piezoelectricity, ferroelectricity and
pyroelectricity [174–178]. The members of the perovskite family are easily distinguishable since they all
follow the general formula of ABO3 [179].
Bulk Strontium Titanate (SrTiO3) is a perovskite with a centrosymmetric structure. This material, at cold
temperature even in bulk, displays many anomalies that suggest its proximity to a ferroelectric material,
including a large rise in the dielectric constant. Besides temperature, previous studies showed that the
centrosymmetric behavior of this material can be broken due to external actions such as nanoindentation
[180,181].
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Theoretical and experimental data suggest that when the size of strontium titanate enters the nanoscale
world, this material demonstrates new physical properties associated with symmetry breaking [182]. The
main goal of this project was to learn about the unknown nature of these symmetry breaks breaking using
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. This work was performed by the group of Prof. Ruediger (Azza Hadj
Youssef, Clarick Jiawei Zhang, et al.). Additionally, SHG microscopy was used as a complementary
analysis tool to verify inversion symmetry breaking. Here, we will only discuss complementary
measurements by SHG microscopy.
Evaluation of inversion symmetry by SHG microscopy.
In this study, there was a learning phase to acquire the ability to grow strained Strontium Titanate
nanoislands thin film with a break in inversion symmetry. Unfortunately, our initial measurements using
SHG microscopy system (the setup describe in section 3.4) were free of any significant SH signal. Later, by
optimization, the collaborator was able to prepare SrTiO3 thin films with relatively greater SHG active areas.
Figure 3.10 represents the distribution of signal over a large area of a sample by stage scanning.

Figure 3.10: A 2000×2000um SHG microscopy image of SrTiO3 nanoislands.

Here, our filtration was only able to detect a small range of wavelengths (400-410 nm) centered at exactly
half of the fundamental wavelength (810 nm). However, this is not sufficient and only capturing a single
image cannot certify the nature of this signal (auto fluorescence spectra is broadband and may overlap with
SHG spectra, Figure 3.1).
The differences between fluorescence and second harmonic signals can be evaluated only on the basis of
their behavior. Firstly, SHG is a nonlinear response which must follow the nonlinear nature of harmonic
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generation. SHG depends on the square of the excitation laser intensity (Eq.22). To evaluate this behavior,
a scan (Figure 3.11) was conducted in terms of the fundamental power at fixed polarization vs. the produced
SH signal. To ensure the quality of the data, for each individual point, 5 images were captured and the data
represents the average of them. Overall, the steady increase of the square root of the signal intensity as a
function of the power of the fundamental wavelength is in good agreement with the quadratic nature of the
harmonic signals [22].

Figure 3.11: SH signal of SrTiO3 vs. the fundamental power at fixed polarization.

To further distinguish the fluorescence signal from the second harmonic signal, we investigated the signal
response in terms of the fundamental incident polarization. Basically, fluorescence power scales as the
number of radiating molecules and is independent of the incident polarization. In addition, the phase of the
harmonics signal is tightly matched to the fundamental incident light (Figure 3.7). Consequently, the SH
signal is significantly subjected to both the orientation of the molecules and fundamental incident
polarization [166]. To evaluate this behavior, a scan (Figure 3.12) was conducted as a function of the
fundamental polarization at fixed input power. The incident polarization was controlled with the
combination of a half wave plate and quarter-wave plate based on the prepared calibration map (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.12: SH signal of SrTiO3 vs. the fundamental polarization.

Overall, the extracted information from Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 supports the SHG nature of the signal
since it follows the expected intensity power law and is subject to the incident polarization. As mentioned
at the beginning of this section, here we illustrated the method to confirm the break of inversion symmetry
with the help of SHG microscopy. For this illustration, we used strained Strontium Titanate thin films which
shows a break in inversion symmetry without outside influence from nanoindentations and temperature.
This fact was demonstrated with the help of SHG microscopy, and the collaborator used tip-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy to study the nature of this broken symmetry [183] (Manuscript accepted for
publication). Ultimately, this data verifies that the break of inversion symmetry observed by the Raman
effect (collaborator).

3.6 Molecular architecture to tune SHG from TMDs
In the previous section, we discussed an approach to recognize the fundamental nature of the SH signal.
Here we will go through an experiment to modify the SH signal of TMDs by manipulating the molecular
architecture. Alteration of the generated SH signal of TMDs with the help of an electrical gate over the
sample has been previously demonstrated by other groups [45,184,185] and here our goal is to alternate and
enhance the SH signal by using only an additional molecular layer instead of the electrical gate. This
experiment was proposed by the group of Prof. Emanuel Orgiu. Dr. Atiye Pezeshki was responsible for the
groundwork involving the preparation of the molecular architecture of TMDs and I have performed SHG
measurements and analysis.
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3.6.1 Introduction
(i) Two-dimensional materials
Two-dimensional materials (2DMs) refer to a highly interesting family of materials with only a single or
few layers of atoms [186]. The most commonly known member of this family graphene, was discovered in
2004 [187] and since then, this type of material has been extensively studied [188–192]. In this family,
planes covalently bridged crystalline networks of atoms are clasped together by out-of-plane interlayer van
der Waals (vdW) interactions.
Molybdenum ditelluride (MoTe2), Molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) and Tungsten diselenide (WSe2) belong
to the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) which is a big part of the 2DMs family [193]. TMDs follow
the general formula MX2 where M represents the transition metal atom (Molybdenum or Tungsten) and X
represents chalcogen atom (Tellurium, Sulfur or Selenium) [194]. TMDs cover the whole electrical
conductivity spectrum (from insulator, semiconductors to metals) [195] which supports the possibility of
making ultra-thin low power transistors [196]. Members of this family are composed of three atomic planes
and their hexagonal lattice has three-fold symmetry which can supports the inversion symmetry. TMDs
have inter-band transitions, which follow the selection rule arising from inversion symmetry breaking. TMD
monolayers represent a promising platform to explore spin and valley physics with the corresponding
possible applications. Furthermore, the TMD family gained a huge amount of interest since they have strong
optoelectronic properties, tunable excitons and strong bonds [184,197,198].
Depending to the odd or even number of layers in TMDs (Figure 3.13), the inversion symmetry of these
materials may be broken which gives rise to the possibility of generating a second harmonic signal from
them. To explain further, in TMDs (with a hexagonal phase- 2H) the inversion symmetry breaks in structures
with odd number of layers which results in significant SHG in structures with odd layers. In contrast, there
is a negligible SHG in structures with even layers since the inversion symmetry is not broken [193,199–
201]. However, the mentioned trend is inverse for TMDs in 1T’ (monoclinic phase) form [202]. It’s
noteworthy to mention that a negligible SHG may be observed when the inversion symmetry is not broken
which is caused by surface effects of the material [194].
Generally, in TMDs, increment of the number of layers results in a gradual decrease of SH intensity (Figure
3.13a-c). This is caused by the increase in the absorption of SHG photon [203]. In contrast, for MoTe2
(Figure 3.13d), the SH intensity tends to increase with the number of layers and then decreases. This is
caused by the direct to indirect bandgap transition of MoTe2 when there are more than 5 layers [204].
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Figure 3.13: The SH intensity of TMDs is highly dependent on the number of layers. The SH image of the
following TMDS is shown on the left and the SH intensity as a function of the number of layers is shown on the
right. (a): WS2 and (b): WSe2 taken from [205]. (c): MoS2 extracted from [206]. (d): MoTe2 extracted from
[204]. The concept of figure is adapted from[194].
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(ii) Electrical control of SH signal in TMDs
The idea of joining electronics with optics is widely used for optical switching [207]. This concept is widely
used in linear optics to control material properties such as absorption or refractive index. Extending this
concept to nonlinear optics offers additional freedom to control properties. This concept was first
demonstrated in 1962 by controlling SH signal produced from calcite using an applied dc electric field [7].
Basically, the electric field would breaks the inversion symmetry of the material and this concept has been
extended to various applications.
As mentioned earlier, TMDs have tunable excitons (exciton: an electron-hole pair bound by Coulomb
interaction which is an elementary excitation in solids), and a recent approach to control the SH intensity of
TMDs is based on tunable electrical doping of the exciton charges: see the device represented in Figure
3.14a. In this concept, an electric field is used to control the neutral and charged excitons in two-dimensional
semiconductors: the exciton resonance decreases with increased electron doping [45].

Figure 3.14: (a): Gated monolayer WSe2 (TMD) to tune the SH signal. (b): SHG spectra on resonance with the
exciton at selected gate voltages. The tunability origins can be understood by the formation of positive and
negative trions at high carrier density. Extracted from [45].

In Figure 3.14b, the successful control of the SH signal by electrostatic doping can be observed. As
mentioned earlier, the key feature is the tunability of the exciton charging effects, which basically acts as a
transitional state for photon scattering process [45].
Here the electrostatic doping affects the transitional eigen-energy spectrum due to Coulomb interactions
between carriers. This phenomenon can be classified into three main situations. The first state is the
electrostatic nondoping which involves only neutral excitons. The next state is the large electrostatic doping,
which forces an electron-hole pair to gain an extra carrier, creating trions (charged excitons). In the last
case, the doping is in a moderate stage which would permit the coexistence of trions and excitons, and tuning
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the doping would shift the stage toward one of them. The maximum SH signal was reported for the last case
[45].
Electrostatic doping (combined with manipulation of the electron population) has also been reported to
successfully shift from the hexagonal phase to the monoclinic phase of a monolayer MoTe2 while preserving
the original hexagonal crystal orientation [185]. In this work, the electrons introduced into a monolayer 2Hphase MoTe2 will occupy the lowest available energy level in the conduction band (this energy level is
higher in 1T’ phase than 2H). Injecting enough electrons (through extreme doping) into this energy level in
the 2H phase is expected to induce a structural phase transition by changing the ground state from 2H to
1T’[208]. In addition to the classic solid gate (Figure 3.14a), an ionic liquid (DEME-TFSI) field-effect
transistor (Figure 3.15a) was used which is capable of improving doping by one order of magnitude through
electron population manipulation [209]. As explained earlier, the inversion symmetry break in TMDs is
layer and phase dependent (2H: inversion symmetry breaks in odd layers, and 1’T: inversion symmetry
breaks in even layers). The inversion symmetry of a monolayer (odd number of layers) of 2H MoTe2 is
broken and a SH signal is detected from the sample (Figure 3.15e). Through electrostatic doping the SH
intensity of the MoTe2 monolayer was increased (Figure 3.15b) and then disappeared completely (Figure
3.15f) after transition into complete 1T’ phase (inversion symmetry is not broken for 1T’ phase in odd
layers).

Figure 3.15: (a): Gated monolayer of MoTe2 combined with a drop of ionic liquid which is capable of
manipulating electron population and inducing a phase transition. (b): SH intensity vs. gate voltage. The crystal
structure of monolayer of MoTe2 is represented in (c) 2H phase. and (d) 1T’ phase. (e): SHG microscopy image
of 2H monolayer of MoTe2 at 0 V gate. (f): SHG microscopy image of the original 2H monolayer of MoTe2 at
4.1 V gate which induces a phase transition into 1T’. Adapted from [185].
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In the above we have reported two successful demonstrations (by other groups) of SHG tuning of a TMD
device by electrical doping [45,185]. In the following section we will go through our own investigation to
enhance SHG of TMDs with molecular architecture.
(iii) Hybrid van der Waals heterostructure
The idea of using members of 2DMs family as building blocks (Figure 3.16) to assemble vertically stacked
structures (known as van der Waals heterostructures (vdWHs)) is highly studied in the research
community[210–217]. Basically, the individual sheets of 2DMs are combined to form a block of superposed
planes [51,218]. This leads to obtaining complex structures, whose electronic [219–222], optical [223,224]
and magnetic [225–227] properties can be greatly different from the isolated 2DMs.
Yet, the estimated available members of 2DMs are only around a few hundred [228]. However, addition of
molecules (a continuous 2D molecular layer) to a 2DM family block would widen the range and potential
properties of this family by a big factor. There are an unlimited number of degrees of freedom (Figure 3.17)
in molecular design synthesis [229–231] which can change the block’s properties. This concept consists in
using the artificial architecture of 2D materials to activate specific atomic/molecule properties, and the final
properties of the blocks can be selected by careful molecular design. Ultimately, the integration of a
crystalline molecular monolayer inside a multilayered van der Waals heterostructure (vdWH) forms a new
type of assembly known as hybrid vdWH [232–239].

Figure 3.16: The integration of molecular layers into 2DM building blocks widens the range of potential
properties. Molecular layers associated with the freedom of (a): shape, (b): class of materials and (c): thickness.
Extracted from [51].
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3.6.2 Controlling SHG through molecular architecture in TMDs
This experiment was designed to evaluate the possibility of using molecular layers to control the SH signal
from TMDs. To understand the magnitude of it, the SHG emission of few TMDs were compared with and
without the additional molecular layer (deposited by spin coating). During this study, the samples without
an additional molecular layer (continuous 2D molecular layer) are referred as the original samples (TMD)
and the sample with an additional molecular layer is referred as the hybrid TMD (or molecular architected
TMD).
Here in this experiment, the TMD samples are deposited on a silicon wafer (Si/SiO2) substrate. However,
silicon has strong absorption below 1 µm [240]. As earlier mentioned, the thickness and lack of transmission
of the samples can cause limitation in traditional forward SHG measurement (Figure 3.8). Therefore, we
only use backward SHG for the upcoming measurements reported in this section.
Investigation of SHG enhancement through molecular architecture in MoTe2
A technique based on mechanically exfoliating [241] the material onto a silicon dioxide (SiO2/Si) substrate
was used for the preparation of MoTe2 by the summer intern student (Jean-Francois Martin) in the group of
Prof. Emanuel Orgiu. The prepared samples (Figure 3.17) were usually made of a number of MoTe2 flakes
with different sizes and number of layers. As I previously mentioned in section 3.6.10, the inversion
symmetry of TMDs may be broken depending on the number of layers and phase (Figure 3.13). Since SHG
vanishes in the case of the inversion symmetry, the exact number of layers of the prepared TMD flakes were
identified using an atomic force microscope (AFM) system [188]. Finally, among the formed flakes, an
optical microscope was used to select the flakes with the appropriate number of layers and size as a
reference.

Figure 3.17: The formed MoTe2 flakes using mechanically exfoliating. This figure was provided by Dr. Atiye
Pezeshki using an optical microscope.
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After selecting the desired flake, we used our nonlinear optical microscope (Figure 3.9) to evaluate the SHG
enhancement. Our objective in this measurement was to analyze the SHG produced by a single TMD flake,
and then compare it with this same flake after depositing an additional molecular layer (hybrid TMD) on it.
In this measurement, we used a Ti-Sapphire oscillator laser with a central wavelength at 810 nm and a 150
fs pulse duration.
At first sight, finding the SH signal of the flakes using SHG microscope system was exceptionally hard.
Basically, the flakes of interest were relatively small (1 - 30 𝜇m), distributed randomly on the surface, and
they produced an extremely weak SH signal (Figure 3.18). Locating the exact same flake after deposition
of a molecular layer is nearly as hard as finding a needle inside a football court. In summary, we had two
issues. First, the incapability to locate the same flake for repeated measurements. Next, the SH signal from
any MoTe2 flake was insufficient (near noise level) and it only appeared at the damage threshold of the
flake. Our attempts to look for appropriate MoTe2 flakes with sufficient SH signal included considering
different phases (1T’, 2H) with different appropriate number of layers, but we still suffered from the extreme
weak SH signal near our detection noise level.

Figure 3.18: SHG image of a MoTe2 flake. The signal is extremely weak and close to noise level, even at the
damage threshold of the sample. The small pink box presents the optical image of the same flake.

To resolve the first issue, a small silver layer was coated around the desired flake: The silver layer acted as
a reflecting mirror to guide the fundamental beam toward the backward detector, and by removing the SHG
filters on the path were able to obtain an optical image the sample. Since the field of view of our objective
lens was too small, the sample has been imaged with stage scanning in a large area. In this approach the
coated silver layer around the flake was easily distinguishable (Figure 3.19) which significantly aided
finding the flake of interest for repeated measurement.
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Figure 3.19: Using the reflection of the fundamental beam from silver coat to locate the single flake of interest
in different rounds of measurements. The flake is located inside the smaller square.

As mentioned, using MoTe2 as the TMD layer reference of our investigation introduced a few undesirable
difficulties (such as extremely low SH signal). As mentioned earlier, the laser source wavelength of our
SHG microscopy system, (Figure 3.9) is centered at 810 nm. However, this wavelength was not suitable for
this experiment, since the photoluminescence emission and more importantly the excitonic absorption of
MoTe2 is positioned in the early edge of near-infrared [242]. Ultimately, the SH signal generated from the
flake was too weak (Figure 3.18) to be used as a reference for this investigation.
Principally, avoiding this region of spectrum should improve the SH signal. But our only other physically
available laser in that laboratory was a solid-state laser Nd:YVO4 (Vanguard, Spectra-Physics) oscillator
with a central wavelength of 1064 nm (this source is used for CARS microscopy in the laboratory).
However, the temporal pulse duration of this laser is in the picosecond range which would lead to relatively
inefficient generation of nonlinear optical phenomena. In summary, using this source would avoid the
excitonic absorption of MoTe2 (advantage) though SHG is not that efficient since the input optical pulse is
much longer (disadvantage). At this stage, we were highly invested to continue the experiment with MoTe2
and we proceeded to use the long pulse source (1064nm). In the end, the advantage of using Nd:YVO4 laser
outweigh the disadvantage and were finally able to proceed with our investigation: the detected SH signal
improved adequately to be beyond the noise level.
Figure 3.20 represents the SH signal of the MoTe2 flake vs. the fundamental power while keeping the input
polarization fixed. The SH signal (Eq.22) is proportional to the square of the intensity and |𝝌

𝟐 |𝟐

.

Therefore, as a function of the average power, we are expecting that the square root of the signal is a linear
function. The difference is the slope comes from structure that generates the SH and this is proportional to
|𝝌 𝟐 | thus explaining that the slope is changing for different material structures: the evaluation of SHG
enhancement is based on comparing the slope of the scans. Here it’s clear that the scan performed on the
hybrid TMD has a relatively lower slope value compared to that of the original flake. and the result does
not support any enhancement of SHG from the hybrid TMD.
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Figure 3.20: SH signal of the MoTe2 original and hybrid flakes vs. the fundamental power at fixed polarization.

This experiment was repeated in diverse conditions but the result were similar and no SH signal
enhancement was observed. This outcome did not agree with the hypothesis of our investigation, and we
started looking for the possible causes that may have affected our investigation. Here in Figure 3.21, the
optical image of the flake before and after scan is represented. It’s clear that the flake was damaged by the
laser (like thinning and patterning with layer by layer precision [243]) during the analysis.

Figure 3.21: Optical image of the flake. (a): before, (b): after scan. The flake was damaged by the laser. This
figure was provided by Dr. Atiye Pezeshki using an optical microscope.

Basically, by using 1064 nm laser, we were able to avoid the initial issue and detect the SH signal from the
sample. But, the exposure to the laser energy density to observe any SHG from the sample was higher than
the damage threshold of the sample with only few layers of atoms. As earlier explained (Eq.19), the SH
signal is inversely proportional to the pulse’s temporal duration and since the fundamental source pulse
duration is around 15 ps, the SH signal is relatively weak.
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Ultimately, here we were forced to illuminate the sample at relatively high energy, which is not the most
suitable approach for 2D materials since they can easily get damaged. Conversely, failure to observe any
SH signal enhancement could not provide a definite conclusion since either the molecule or flake could have
been damaged during the process. Here, we have recognized that our current available resources were not
the most appropriate to perform this investigation with MoTe2 flakes.
Investigation of SHG tunability through molecular architecture in MoS2 and WSe2
Consequently, we decided to prove the concept using other TMDs, which would be more suitable to our
available short pulsed laser source (Ti-Sapphire oscillator laser with central wavelength at 810 nm and 150
fs pulse duration). For this purpose, Molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) and Tungsten diselenide (WSe2)
substituted the original Molybdenum ditelluride (MoTe2). Here in Figure 3.22 the device used as the
reference of our experiment is represented. This device is an all-inorganic heterostructures (gate-tunable p–
n heterojunction) where a p-type device (WSe2) is combined with a n-type device MoS2 [223].

WSe2

Overlap

MoS2

5 𝜇m

Figure 3.22: Optical image of a p–n heterojunction used as the reference device for our study. The left triangle
is a p-type Tungsten diselenide (WSe2) and the right triangle is a n-type Molybdenum disulphide (MoS2). The
central lozenge is the overlay of WSe2 on MoS2. This figure was provided by Dr. Atiye Pezeshki using an optical
microscope.

There are two main reasons to use the new device (Figure 3.22) as the reference of our measurements. First,
there are a number of successful reports for SHG measurement on MoS2 and WSe2 using a Ti-Sapphire
oscillator with a central wavelength around 800 nm [201,206,244–246]. On the contrary MoTe2 requires a
SHG exciting source at least over 992 nm (examples: [185,204,242]) and our only available source in this
region damaged the sample (due to the long pulse temporal duration which is relatively inefficient for SHG
generation). Basically, the new sample (Figure 3.22) allows us to use our traditional short pulse laser and
focus on the main investigation rather than overcoming unnecessary difficulties. Consequently, this allowed
us to perform our investigation with a much lower energy threshold and avoid any damage to the molecules
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and TMD. During this study the quality of TMD and molecules was monitored (to avoid damaging the flake
again, Figure 3.21) using an optical microscope in each round of measurement.
Second, the new device can provide more detailed information about our hypothesis. The effect of molecular
doping on a n-type device and p-type device is expected to be opposite of each other. In other words, our
expectation is that our hybrid device would show SHG enhancement in WSe2 and SHG diminution in MoS2.
Basically, our setup can simultaneously measure the expected opposite effects on WSe2 and MoS2 by the
2D continuous molecular layer. It’s noteworthy to mention that we ignored the lozenge shape overlap of
two TMDs (p–n heterojunction) at this stage of our investigation.
However, the initial repeated investigation for WSe2 was not conclusive. The case is similar to our previous
study for MoTe2, where the hybrid TMD showed relatively weaker signal. Since no SHG enhancement was
ever observed, we suspected the occurrence of unwanted effects including scattering. The SH signal of the
hybrid TMD must be transmitted through an extra layer (continuous 2D molecular layer) in comparison to
the SH signal of the original TMD and this could result in a lower final SHG output.
Till here, we have always compared the SHG generation of the TMD with the hybrid TMD. This allows us
to learn specifically about our molecular architectures themselves. Similar to the previous investigation on
MoTe2, the evaluation of SHG enhancement of hybrid TMDs was conducted by plotting the SH signal vs.
the fundamental power while keeping the input polarization fixed. For WSe2 and MoS2, the slopes of these
scans were also compared (Figure 3.23). Here, the control sample (no direct effect on SHG emission is
expected from this layer) confirms the indirect effect of the additional 2D molecular layer on the SHG
emission of TMDs. In both WSe2 and MoS2, the SHG emission of control sample is clearly weaker than the
original sample.
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Figure 3.23: Evaluation of SHG tunability using molecular architecture. Original TMDs are represented in
blue. Control samples (no direct effect expected) are represented in red. Finally, the molecular architected
TMDs are represented in purple. The molecular architected TMDs (purple) are expected to induce (a): SHG
enhancement on WSe2. (b): SHG diminution in MoS2. However, the data doesn’t agree with our expectation.

Here through the control sample, we learned about the indirect effects of the molecular layer. Yet, the
investigation about the effect of molecular architecture (Cl2-A, hybrid sample) is still inconclusive.
Basically, even by considering the indirect scattering by the extra molecular layer, still the behavior of our
molecular assemblies is not clear even in comparison to the control samples. As mentioned earlier, the
hybrid sample should lead to SHG enhancement on WSe2 (further p doping a p-type TMD), and SHG
diminution in MoS2 (n-type). This experiment was repeated under various conditions (including
distinguishing a single flake over a large area). However, the hybrid sample behavior always led to
diminution of SHG in both TMDs. Mostly the behaviors of the hybrid sample and the control sample were
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quite similar in our repeated measurement. Thus, we initially stopped the project at this stage. A few months
later, our collaborator experienced an irregular response from the Cl2-A molecule in their own separate
studies as well. Thus, we repeated our investigation with the hybrid TMD using the purified Cl2-A molecule
instead. In the end, we finally observed the expected behavior from our 2D continuous Cl2- molecular layer:
SHG enhancement on WSe2 (further p doping a p-type TMD), and SHG diminution in MoS2 (n-type).
Basically, we observed SHG enhancement on WSe2 for the first time which verify the significant effect of
purifying the molecule used on the 2D molecular layer.

Figure 3.24: Evaluation of SHG tunability using molecular architecture (after purification of the Cl2-A
molecule). Original TMDs are represented in blue. Control samples (no direct effect expected) are represented
in red. Finally, the molecular architected TMDs are represented in purple. The architected TMDs (purple) are
expected to induce (a): SHG enhancement on WSe2. (b): SHG diminution in MoS2. The data agrees with our
expectation.
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Overall, our repeated measurements with the control sample support the presence of indirect scattering
which results in a lower final SHG output. The SH signal must be transmitted through an extra continuous
2D molecular layer in comparison to the SH signal of the TMD and this results in a lower final SHG output.
Moreover, our last measurement supports the hypothesis to tune SHG emission of TMDs through molecular
architecture. However, our observed effect is not that significant and only slightly stronger than the indirect
scattering observed in control samples.
Here in this chapter, we have demonstrated the possibility to control SHG through the molecular architecture
at the surface of TMDs. We suspect this effect can be optimized through further study on the molecular
layer. We also suspect we can avoid the indirect effect of SHG scattering through depositing the molecular
layer under the TMD since the produced SHG would no longer need to transmit through the additional
molecular layer. Overall, optimizing the observed effect can lead to an interesting approach to control SHG
in TMDs without using a physical gate.
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Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation commonly known as laser is a great tool for
scientific measurement, since they can provide a train of laser pulses with a variety of pulse durations
(nanosecond, picosecond, femtosecond). A significant number of applications like THz radiation generation
[247], high harmonics generation [248] and laser-plasma electron acceleration [249] demand high pulse
energy to reach high peak power. Consequently, low repetition rate amplified laser systems (Hz to kHz)
delivering high energy pulses (millijoule and above) are the ideal laser systems for the mentioned
applications.
A simple laser system
A simple laser oscillator (Figure 4.1) is the combination of a laser gain medium, a pumping source and an
optical cavity [250]. Inside the optical cavity, the light is trapped to amplify by passing through the gain
medium material repeatedly (confined in a resonator) and arranged in a way that at least part of it would get
extracted as a light beam so it would work as an oscillator [251]. Under normal conditions, there are always
more atoms at the lower energy level compared to the excited energy level of the gain medium. However,
for the amplification to work properly, the gain medium needs to be kept at a state of population inversion
(number of atoms at the upper energy level should be higher than the lower energy level). This condition in
a laser oscillator is kept through the pumping mechanism [252].

Figure 4.1: Schematic of a laser oscillator. Extracted from [89].

Chirped pulse amplification
Self-focusing challenged the improvement of laser power output for almost two decades (Figure 1.1). This
issue was finally circumvented by the introduction of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) in 1985 [253].
Before CPA, the laser systems were forced to keep well under the intensity threshold (GW/cm2) of selffocusing effect to avoid damaging the optics residing within the system [254,255].
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The concept of the CPA technique is based on lowering the optical intensity during the amplification stage.
The principle of this task is represented in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: The output of an oscillator is used as a seed to be stretched, amplified and then compressed.
Extracted from [256].

In CPA, the output of an oscillator is used as a seed pulse and then stretched out temporally by a factor of
1000 to 100000 times with the help of a pair of gratings: This process occurs by manipulating the low
frequency components of the pulse to propagate in a shorter route to their higher frequency components,
which would introduce a positive chirp [253,257]. In the second step, the stretched pulse will go through an
amplification stage and since the intensity is lower than the threshold of the nonlinear effect, it will avoid
harming the gain medium. Amplification at this stage can be a factor of a million or even more. In the end,
the role of the grating compressor is to do the opposite of the stretcher by introducing a negative chirp
[257,258]. CPA is favored in most high peak power ultrafast laser systems [259].
High peak power through pulse temporal compression
As mentioned earlier (Chapter 1), significant development has been achieved through the last six decades
to generate intense ultrashort laser pulses [11,13,15,16,20]. Alongside the development of energetic laser
sources, post-compression techniques have been developed to generate single-cycle pulses [260]. Basically,
in order to benefit from the maximum possible peak intensity, post-compression developments have been
quite important since the peak intensity of the pulse is inversely proportional to the pulse temporal duration
[22].
The foundation behind every compression method can be divided into two main categories of linear pulse
compression and nonlinear pulse compression. The first category belongs to compressing a pulse which was
previously chirped. In these methods the chirped pulse will propagate through elements or systems to impose
opposite sign dispersion, which would simply cancel the dispersion (like the last stage of CPA). The
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common systems to introduce the required dispersion are prism [261], diffraction grating [258,262], chirped
mirror [260] and chirped fiber Bragg grating or volume Bragg grating [263].
Principally, the time-bandwidth product (TBP) of a pulse will always be greater than the theoretical
minimum [16,264,265]. A pulse with minimum time-bandwidth product is called a transform limited pulse.
They are also described as a pulse with a flat spectral phase [61]. This phenomenon motivates the nonlinear
post compression techniques, which require the optical bandwidth to increase first. Typically, this occurs
by controlling a nonlinear behavior like self-phase modulation to spectrally broaden the pulse before the
compression.
Self-phase modulation (SPM) was first observed in 1967 while working on a CS2 filled cell [266] and in
1978, SPM was scientifically studied in silica-core fibers [267]. Later in 1987, through spectral broadening
induced by SPM, single mode fiber was used to compress a 50 fs pulse to 6 fs at 620 nm [14]. Single-mode
fibers are limited to the energy range of nJ, which can be labeled as low energy. The limitation occurs due
to the permanent damage of ionization. In 1996, with the introduction of a novel technique based on using
hollow core fibers (HCF) and noble gases, this issue was overcome and allowed pulse compression at the
mJ level [18]: This has been one of the important milestones to enable the generation of isolated attosecond
pulses [268]. In a typical single mode fiber, propagation is allowed in a single mode through total internal
reflection. Though, a hollow fiber is a lossy waveguide where transmission is optimized by coupling to the
fundamental mode. HCFs allow large diameter modes, higher damage threshold, and more control over
nonlinearities.
Here in this chapter, we will discuss spectral broadening using gas-filled hollow core fibers. In fact, spectral
broadening induced by the instantaneous effect of SPM in noble gases [18] is a well-studied topic with a
wide range of applications [269–272] in ultrafast science. One drawback of this technique is the fact that
the broadening efficiency based on SPM is inversely proportional to the pulse temporal duration at the HCF
input, which makes this method not fully applicable (demands very long fiber) to compress sub-ps pulses
directly to few-cycle duration [55]. Before discussing our spectral broadening investigation using molecular
gases, we will go through a brief description of pulse evolution through a single mode fiber.

4.1 Pulse evolution through a fiber
The nonlinear Schrödinger equation (Eq.23) provides the theoretical framework which governs propagation
through a single mode fiber.
𝑖
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Eq.23
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The three terms in the right side of the Eq.23 are the effect on fiber losses, dispersion and nonlinearity
through propagation inside the fiber respectively [273]. Moreover, (A) is a slowly varying amplitude.
The nonlinear length (𝐿
length (𝐿

|

, 𝑃 : Peak power, 𝛾: nonlinear response of the media) and the dispersion

, 𝛽 : GVD, 𝑇 : Input pulse duration, for Gaussian 𝑇

) are two important

|

parameters that can indicate which phenomena are ruling over the propagation behavior [274–276]. There
are four general situations. The first category occurs when the fiber length is much shorter than both the
nonlinear length and the dispersion length. In this category, the pulse propagating through the fiber would
not be significantly affected by neither SPM nor GVD. This is actually the regime used for optical
communication systems, which the fiber acts as the transporter medium. The second category occurs when
the fiber length is similar to the dispersion length but much smaller than the nonlinear length. Here, the
group velocity dispersion dominates the evolution of the pulse through fiber propagation. The third category
belongs to the fiber length much smaller than dispersion length and relatively in close approximation or
larger than the nonlinear length. Here, SPM governs the pulse evolution through fiber propagation. The last
category occurs when the fiber length is equivalent or larger than both nonlinear length and dispersion
length. Basically, here, both SPM and GVD significantly influence the evolution of the pulse through the
fiber. The outcome of this category can lead to a distinct behavior compared to the individual behavior of
0, pulse compression using SPM and GVD when

SPM and GVD alone (fiber supports solitons when 𝛽
𝛽

0 ) [273].

Here we have discussed the magnitude of SPM and GVD based on fiber length, but we didn’t discuss the
effect of each of them on the pulse itself. Self-phase modulation is a third order nonlinear event in which an
intensity varying signal will experience a change of refractive index (𝑛 t

𝑛

𝑛 I t , 𝑛 : medium

refractive index, 𝑛 : nonlinear refractive index).
The phase of the pulse in the fiber is subjected to the refractive index (𝜙

𝑛𝑘 𝐿, 𝐿: length of the fiber)

thus, the intensity varying signal causes a time-dependent phase shift as well. This phase shift is intensity
and time depended, and furthermore, the shape of the pulse through this process will remain unaffected.
𝜙 𝑡
𝜙

t

where 𝜆 represents the central wavelength.
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The effect of this behavior on the spectrum is clearer by looking at the instantaneous frequency (𝜔).
𝜔 𝑡

𝜔

𝜕𝜙

𝑡
𝜕𝑡

𝜔

2𝜋
𝑑𝐼 𝑡
𝑛 𝐿
𝜆
𝑑𝑡

Eq.26

The shift governed by SPM between the instantaneous frequency (𝜔) from the pulse center (𝜔 ) is known
as the frequency chirp (time dependence of 𝛿𝜔

𝜔 𝑡

𝜔 ). As represented in Eq.26, the frequencies at

the leading edge of the pulse are decreased while frequencies at the trailing edge are increased which
modifies the optical spectrum (Figure 4.3). The magnitude of this chirp is increased through the length of
the fiber which is basically stating the continuous generation of new frequencies through the fiber. The
evolution of the spectral broadening is dependent on the chirp of the input pulse as well [273]. In summary,
propagation in hollow core fiber filled with noble gases is mainly governed by SPM.

Figure 4.3: SPM-broadened spectra for an unchipped Gaussian pulse. Spectra are labeled by the maximum
ϕNL.
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Here we have discussed some of the simplified equations for the propagation of a pulse through a single
core fiber. Though since we are mainly going to work with ultrashort pulses below 1ps, it's quite critical to
consider higher order terms as well [277]. The generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation which includes
higher order nonlinear effects like self-steepening [278] and intra-pulse Raman scattering is represented in
Eq.27
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Where 𝛼 represents the 𝑙 th order optical lost and 𝛽 is the is the nth order of dispersion. 𝛾 𝜔
the nonlinear response of the media. 𝑅 𝑡

Eq.27

represents

function covers nuclear and electronics origin responses.

Self-steepening is considered a higher order nonlinear effect which affects the pulse while propagating
through the fiber. This effect is induced by the intensity dependence of the group velocity, which implies
that parts of the pulse with higher power will undergo more positive time translation [279,280]. The common
outcome of self-steepening is observed as the cause of the asymmetrical broadening through SPM [281–
283].

Tunneling ionization in gas-filled HCF
Tunneling ionization occurs when the electrons of an atom/molecule escape by passing through the potential
barrier [284]. HCF tolerates high intensities due to their gas medium (rather than glass in solid core fiber).
Though, this new regime of intensity can get high enough to activate partial ionization of the gas. Ionization
is considered a limit on the peak intensity of the pulse propagating through a gas-filled HCF [285]. The
following are some of the common successful approaches to avoid ionization while broadening the spectrum
using gas-filled HCFs. (i) Using circular polarization can decrease the ionization rate compared to a linear
polarized pulse [286]. (ii): Differential pumping (gradient pumping) of gas medium through the fiber can
reduce ionization by keeping the pressure at fiber inlet lower than at the fiber outlet [269].
Generally, pulse compression through SPM is limited by a compression factor [287]. For instance, a 6 meter
fiber is required for 33-fold pulse compression of 170 fs pulses [288]. On the contrary, by using molecular
response, we can reach a relatively higher compression factor while keeping a more compact setup.
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4.2 Spectral broadening via molecular response
Here in this chapter, we will discuss the spectral broadening induced by the molecular response of nitrogen
(N2) and nitrous oxide (N2O). Noble gases are Raman inactive media, and most of the proposed techniques
for spectral broadening and pulse compression in HCFs have been focused on them. Basically, the molecular
gases or more specifically Raman active gases were initially neglected since they are subjected to a delayed
nonlinear response from the excitation of rotational or vibrational modes [27]. The goal of this study is to
understand the behavior and the potential of molecular gases with a strong Raman response for spectral
broadening. The applications of this project include super continuum generation [276], pulse temporal
compression and extending the cutoff in high harmonic generation [268].
The interaction of a strong laser electric field with molecular gases induces a heavy torque into molecules
which drives vibrational motion [289] and rotational alignment [290]. These events depend on the
relationship between the incident pulse duration and the molecular motion. For instance, molecules will
continue rotating even after the interaction, if the pulse is shorter than the molecular rotation velocity [291].
When the incident pulse duration is comparable with the molecular motion time scale (impulse excitation
regime), a motion called kick rotor occurs which preserves the momentum imparted by the laser after the
passage of the pulse [292,293]. The spectral broadening established on the rotational response and Raman
gain is described as the delayed molecular response function 𝑅 𝜏 with respect to the input pulse.
𝛥𝑛 𝑡

𝑅 𝜏 𝐼 𝑡

𝜏 𝑑𝜏

Eq.28

The convolution (Eq.28) presents a sharp rise at the leading edge and a slow fall at the tailing edge. This
results in the generation of new frequencies at the leading edge of Δ𝑛 𝑡 that create an asymmetric spectrum.
The overlap of the pulse envelope with the tail and leading edge of Δ𝑛 𝑡 will determine the asymmetry
degree (most steepest slope refer to Figure 3 in [55]). The efficiency of spectral broadening using molecular
alignment gets maximized when the duration of the pulse is in the time scale range of the maximum
rotational alignment [55].
On the contrary, the spectral broadening based on Kerr response (SPM based, in noble gases) is an
instantaneous change of the nonlinear refractive index which is proportional to the intensity profile of laser
pulse and therefore if the intensity is symmetric in time, the spectral broadening at the red edge and the blue
edge are going to be equal (Eq.29)[55].
Δ𝑛 𝑡
𝑛 𝐼 𝑡
Δ𝜔 𝑑 ⁄𝑑𝑡 Δ𝑛 𝑡

Eq.29
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Here in Figure 4.4, we can observe the clear difference in the spectral broadening evolution of argon (noble
gas) and N2 (molecular gas). This measurement was conducted using a 2-meter HCF with a 500 µm core.
In Figure 4.4a, the spectral broadening is induced by SPM and it almost follows symmetric spectral
broadening while keeping the central wavelength almost unchanged. The slight asymmetric broadening
comes from self-steepening. As discussed in section 4.1, the origin of this symmetry is related to the
instantaneous nature of this electronic Kerr response.

Figure 4.4: Spectral broadening vs. pulse temporal duration at fixed peak power for (a): Kerr medium (Ar) and
(b): delayed response medium (N2) at a fixed pressure of 1000 mbar.

On the other hand, from the broadening observed for the molecular gas (Figure 4.4b), the spectrum is clearly
shifted more towards the red region and the broadening is clearly asymmetric. Here, the broadening
bandwidth of N2 is maximum around 120 fs, though it keeps a broad shape even in the ps regime. The
overall comparison of a molecular gas and a noble gas spectral broadening clearly suggests the advantage
of using molecular gases for longer pulses.
The practicality of spectral broadening and pulse compression using a molecular gas (rotational response
and Raman gain) was demonstrated (Figure 4.5) using post compression chirp mirrors. Here the output of
the HCF fiber with 120 fs input pulse was compressed with the help of chirped mirrors. Since each bounce
inside the chirped mirrors introduced a specific amount of chirp, fused silica was also used for fine tuning.
A total of 176 fs2 negative group dispersion delay was introduced to the pulse, and the main pulse with 50%
of energy was compressed to 7.8 fs (Fourier transform limit~ 6.2 fs).
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Figure 4.5: SHG FROG pulse characterization (a): measured, (b): reconstructed, 120 fs input pulses were
spectrally broadened in HCFs (N2 gas medium) and then temporally compressed (7.8fs) using chirped mirrors.

Overall, our work on high energy redshifted and enhanced spectral broadening by molecular alignment
using N2 was promising with practical applications for pulse compression using HCFs for longer pulses [55].
This study was further continued in our team which reported for the first time the observation of highly
multidimensional solitary states in a molecular gas in large core fibers [53].

4.3 Spectral broadening via molecular response: beyond nitrogen
In the investigation of spectral broadening via N2, I was involved as an experimental team member (the data
reported in 4.2). As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, my goal during this master thesis was to gain expertise
in different aspects of nonlinear optics. For this purpose, after my participation in the initial study (reported
in section 4.2), while the leading team continued to push this study to highly multidimensional solitary
states, I pursued this study in another aspect. For this purpose, I built a new experimental setup and started
my own investigation for spectral broadening induced by molecular alignment with the help of a relatively
slower molecular gas (and larger nonlinearity), nitrous oxide (N2O). Our goals during this study were to
learn about the influence of the input peak power, the input temporal duration, and then to identify the
limitation of this broadening at high pressure.
Experimental setup
The overview of the experimental setup is represented in Figure 4.6. A Ti-Sapphire oscillator output is
stretched and amplified and compressed again at 100Hz repetition rate, which is the input source of the
experiment. This is a CPA system (introduced earlier, Figure 4.2) capable of delivering high peak intensity
pulses. The spectral broadening induced by the molecular response was studied using a 2.2 meter HCF with
a large core (500 µm). The technical aspects of this experiment are explained in great detail in appendix0.
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Figure 4.6: Gas-filled HCF spectral broadening experimental setup. The technical details are explained in
appendix.

4.3.1 Influence of input pulse temporal duration at molecular gas spectral broadening
In this section, we resume our study of the spectral broadening induced by the molecular response (after the
investigation on N2 discussed in section 4.2), using N2O. This gas medium was chosen, since it has relatively
large nonlinearity compared to N2. We expect relatively larger broadening due to the bigger nonlinearity of
this molecule. In addition, the maximum rotational alignment of N2 occurred at approximately 120 fs.
However, N2O is a slower gas, and we expect the maximum rotational alignment at approximately 280 fs
[294].
Here in this section, we systematically scan the spectral broadening over the input molecular pressure of the
system. This scan was repeated for a variety of input pulses (by positively pre-chirping the pulse, as
explained in appendix). This technique has proven to be complicated and requires a more comprehensive
study. However, we will go through some of the findings based on our measurements. The analysis of this
section involved properly stitching the output of two spectrometers, which is explained in great details in
the appendix)(iv).
Generally, in molecular gases, when the temporal duration of the pulse gets larger, it induces a larger degree
of molecular alignment (enhanced nonlinearity). Moreover, the molecular alignment is delayed with respect
to the pulse temporal duration as well. The combination of these two effects leads to a purely red-shifted
spectrum [294].
Our CPA-based laser system generates 40 fs Fourier transform limited pulses. This regime is interesting
since, we can use this technique for post compression after the output of the CPA. The spectral evolution
vs. system pressure is represented in Figure 4.7. In this regime (below 100 fs), the impact of the molecular
response on the spectral broadening is relatively small since there is no temporal overlap between the pulse
and the delayed response of the molecule [295].
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Figure 4.7: Spectral broadening over molecular pressure at 40 fs input pulse with 3GW peak power.

The magnitude of the induced molecular response on the broadening increases for pulses with over 100 fs
temporal duration. In this regime, the pulse is long enough to interact with the delayed response of the
molecule [296]. In Figure 4.8 we observe a remarkable broadening using 150 fs (positively pre-chirped)
input pulses. Our data are in agreement with the recent publication [294] which claims supercontinuum
spectra using 150 fs pulses.

Location of Stitching VIS &
NIR spectrometer outputs

Figure 4.8: Gray area: Ultra-broad spectra measured at the output of HCF using 150 fs input pulses (2000
mbar). Dashed line: Spectra measured at vacuum condition. The delayed molecular response results in the
generation of new frequencies at the leading edge of Δn(t).

Repeating this scan at 280 fs (positively pre-chirped) leads to a more symmetric spectrum. At this time
scale, the peak of the molecular response alignment overlaps with the tailing edge of the pulse which induces
a more symmetric broadening.
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Figure 4.9: Ultra-broad spectra measured at the HCF outlet using 280 fs input pulses (2000 mbar). In this
regime, the spectrum is more symmetric since this pulse duration matches the time resolution of scale of the
maximum rotational alignment of N2O molecules.

The overall spectral evolution vs. system pressure for this pulse duration is represented in Figure 4.10. The
broadening grows rapidly up to almost 4000 mbar. The main energetic peak (observed at 1000 nm in Figure
4.9) is moves continuously to longer wavelengths and ends up near 1400 nm at 5000 mbar (see the red trace
in Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10: Spectral broadening over molecular pressure at 280 fs input pulse with 3GW peak power.

Although the maximum efficiency occurs at 280 fs, this technique remains relatively efficient even with
pulses with longer time durations (Figure 4.11).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: (a): Broad spectra measured at the HCF outlet using 1000 fs input pulses (2000 mbar). The
broadening is less efficient compared to Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 (280 fs). Though the method is still relatively
efficient at increasing the bandwidth of input pulse. (b): Spectral broadening over molecular pressure at 1000
fs input pulse with 3GW peak power.

Here we have presented the spectral broadening induced by the molecular response of N2O at three different
regimes of the input pulse duration with respect to the maximum rotational alignment time scale
(experimental data for a variety of input pulse durations are provided in appendix).
Overall, the large nonlinearity of N2O leads to a relatively efficient spectral broadening. As mentioned, our
data agree with the initial expectation that the maximum broadening occurs at the maximum rotational
alignment time scale. In the next section we will study the influence of input peak power on the spectral
broadening.
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4.3.2 Influence of the input peak power on the molecular gas spectral broadening
In this section, we study the effect of the input peak power on the spectral broadening induced by the
molecular response of N2O. In Figure 4.12, the system pressure was kept at a relatively low level (200 mbar)
to avoid triggering unwanted nonlinear effects.
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Figure 4.12: Spectral broadening by nitrous oxide at 200mbar for a variety of input peak powers.

In our investigation in the low-pressure regime, a clear difference is observed on the spectral evolution laser
powers for below and over 2 GW. In Figure 4.12 a-b (1.5, 2 GW), the main energetic peak moves
continuously in the red regime by increasing the input pulse duration. Originally, we expected a maximum
broadening for the pulse duration matching the time scale of the maximum rotational alignment. However,
this is not the case at least for Figure 4.12a-b.
After surpassing the 2 GW input peak power, we can clearly observe that the main energy peak slowly
returns to the fundamental wavelength. This effect is quite clear by comparing the 3.5 GW data with the 4
GW data. Although the broadening bandwidth seems identical for these two measurements, this effect is
more pronounced at 4 GW compared to 3 GW. (clear difference at 600 fs to 800 fs). Finally, in the last two
measurements with a relatively high peak power (5-6 GW), the energy completely returns to the
fundamental at 800 fs and even moves toward the blue region in the last figure.
As mentioned, this technique is complicated and requires a more comprehensive study. Our initial
expectation from 1 D simulations and concepts was that the broadening should be maximum for a pulse
duration on the time scale of the molecular response. Thus, we expected that the maximum alignment would
occur around 280 fs (N2O), though our data in Figure 4.12 do not support that. The overall trend in Figure
4.12 supports the impression that there is an inverse relationship between the pulse duration and the required
peak power to maximize the broadening. Nevertheless, our high-pressure measurements are consistent with
the assumption of maximum broadening obtained for a pulse duration corresponding to the time scale of the
molecular alignment. In summary, when we are not limited by the input peak power or the system pressure,
the maximum broadening efficiency follows the expected behavior. However, the efficiency of the
broadening at different input pulse durations is extremely sensitive to the input peak power. Basically, pulses
with shorter duration require higher peak power or molecular pressure to reach the maximum available
spectral broadening.
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This thesis covers studies in three aspects of nonlinear optics and ultrafast optics. In Chapter 2, the
description of ultrashort pulses and some of the fundamental approaches to characterize them was discussed.
This discussion was followed with a project to transfer the concept of FROSt for pulse characterization to
nonlinear microscopy system. In Chapter 3 we discussed the possibility of using ultrashort laser pulses for
material characterization with the help of a nonlinear optical microscope. Finally, in Chapter 4, we discussed
the importance of time compression to achieve high peak power sources. This discussion was followed by
a project to develop a novel technique for the compression of laser pulses.
In Chapter 2, we discussed a newly developed technique in the ALLS laboratory called FROSt. This
spectrographic technique is effective for characterizing ultra-broadband pulses since it doesn’t require the
phase matching condition for the nonlinear gate be satisfied. The primary requirement to implement a
FROSt technique is to have a pump with sufficient intensity to photoexcite the material in order to create a
transient gate. The goal of this project was to extend this technique from low repetition rate systems with
high energy pulses (proof-of-concept system) to high repetition rate oscillators with much lower energy
pulses (and then implement this technique inside the microscope system). There were two main challenges
involved with this project: the insufficient intensity to create the transient gate and the effect of the high
repetition rate pulses on the transient gate. In our study, we observed a transient gate that clearly appears
under 10 MHz. The same gate appeared at 80 MHz, but the signal-to-noise ratio was lower. Although the
appearance of the gate led to the drop of intensity in our probe arm, the amount of drop (1%) is not sufficient
for the needs of the reconstruction algorithm (minimum 10%). This measurement was conducted at the
upper energy limit of our 80 MHz Ti-Sapphire oscillator. Based on our estimation, tighter focusing with the
help of an objective microscope lens, would provide the adequate pump fluence to run the reconstruction
algorithm. This technique can be integrated into a nonlinear microscopy system in a collinear geometry. We
recommend pumping at a different wavelength (like using double frequency of the pump) to avoid
contaminating the measurement with the pump signal
In Chapter 3, we discussed the fundamental and technical concepts of our nonlinear microscopy system.
This discussion was followed with a project to control the second harmonic generation signal from transition
metal dichalcogenide (TMD) media. The properties of an TMD inorganic layer are determined by its pristine
atomic arrangement and through molecular architecture we have demonstrated the possibility of controlling
SHG at the surface of TMDs. We suspect that we can avoid the indirect effect of SHG scattering by
depositing the additional molecular layer under the TMD, since the produced SHG would no longer need to
transmit through this layer. Overall, optimizing the observed effect can lead to an interesting approach to
control SHG of TMDs without using a physical gate.
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High peak pulse energy is the primary obligation of a various number of applications, and pulse time
compression is a key factor in achieving this. Alongside the development of energetic laser sources, postcompression techniques have been developed to generate single-cycle pulses. Pulse compression induced
by self-phase modulation in HCF using noble gases is a well-known topic, since they have a high ionization
potential and insignificant dispersion at low pressure. Noble gases are Raman inactive media, and Raman
active gases were initially neglected since they are subjected to a delayed nonlinear response from the
excitation of rotational or vibrational modes. When the incident pulse duration is comparable with the
molecular motion time scale (impulse excitation regime), a motion called kick rotor occurs which preserves
the momentum imparted by the laser after the passage of the pulse. Here, we discussed the spectral
broadening induced by the molecular response of nitrogen (N2) and nitrous oxide (N2O). Overall, our work
on strong redshift energy and enhanced spectral broadening by molecular alignment using N2 was promising
with practical applications for longer pulse compression using HCFs. Furthermore, the large nonlinearity of
N2O leads to a larger spectral broadening. The overall trend of our measurements supports the impression
that there is an inverse relationship between the duration of the pulses and the required peak power to
maximize broadening.
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Appendix I: Technical aspects of the spectral broadening investigation
(i)

Temporal variation of input pulses

The pair of grating inside the compressor (last stage of CPA) is capable of introducing an adjustable amount
of group delay dispersion (GDD) which can be used to adjust the pulse temporal duration. Using the pair of
gratings, the input pulse duration was scanned to monitor the spectral broadening, since the induced
molecular response broadening is associated the molecular rotation time scale. For this purpose, the output
of the compression stage was scanned (Figure A) in terms of grating position which provides the required
information for adjusting the pulse duration at any time.

Figure A: Grating position vs. pulse duration. Reference table to change the pulse duration.

This scan was conducted with the help of a SHG FROG (introduced in section 2.3) which is capable of
characterizing ultrashort pulses. To improve the accuracy of this measurement, for each grating position,
the output pulse was characterized three to five distinct times.
(ii)

Gas-filled HCF setup

This experiment is based on the propagation of ultrashort pulses through a gas-filled HCF. To ensure high
output vs. input (O/I) transmission, the input beam is focused at the entrance of the fiber to reach a 350 µm
focal diameter beam waist (Figure B) which is near 1⁄𝑒 of the 500 µm HCF core diameter. This ultimately
tolerates proper coupling of the beam into the fiber of more than 75% O/I transmission.
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Figure B: Reduction of the beam waist to ensure high O/I transmission inside the HCF.

Our goal here is to study the effect of a specific molecular gas on the spectral broadening of laser pulses.
For this purpose, first, we need to eliminate any unwanted gas medium (including O2 ~ air) and then fill it
with the intended gas. To this end, a pumping system was added at the inlet and outlet of the fiber in order
to create a pressure differential. This system should be sealed in a way to maintain minimal leakage of the
system.
(iii)

Leakage of the system

A typical spectral broadening scan vs. input pulse duration (or vs. system pressure) can take a significant
amount of time. A study was conducted to understand the influence of gas leaks on the measurements. For
this purpose, the system was stabilized at the specific pressure (and a particular input pulse duration) and
then spectral measurements were made at several minutes interval.: The output spectrum was recorded every
five minutes for a total period of 45 minutes. Figure C shows the result of this study for the system at 200
mbar. At this pressure, the output spectrum remains unchanged for the first 10 minutes, and after that, the
spectrum is gradually altered due to air intrusion into the system. This is an issue, since a typical spectral
broadening scan vs. input pulse duration takes 30 – 40 minutes (changing the grating for each pulse duration
and then carefully replicating the conditions).
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Wavelength (nm)
Figure C: Evaluation of the gas contamination by spectral measurements made at different times for a
pressure of 200 mbar.

We repeated this study for different system pressures. For example, Figure D represents the case at 1000
mbar. The data recorded over a 45-minute period for 1000 mbar and above are found to be free of any
significant alterations.

Figure D: External contamination evaluation by scanning the broadening over period of time at 1000 mbar.

In summary, when the system is operating below the room pressure, the open air goes into the HCF due to
leakage. On the contrary, while operating over the room pressure, since the system pressure is higher than
that of the atmosphere, nothing can enter. To resolve this issue and avoid the contamination of data due to
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leakage, during the measurement reported in section 4.3, all gas in the system was evacuated and then
refilled with fresh N2O gas every 10 minutes while working below the atmosphere pressure. To certify the
quality of the data, the spectrum in a particular condition was matched before and after changing the
atmosphere of the system. Our investigation strongly suggests that following this procedure ensures data
quality and reproducibility.
(iv)

Data treatment – calibration factor

The spectral broadenings obtained in this study spread the frequencies beyond the range of our basic detector
(Avantes spectrometer in the visible: 166.66 to 1160.16 nm). To obtain complete spectra, we used an
additional detector (Avantes NIR spectrometer) covering a complementary spectral range between 944.55
and 2495.90 nm.
The spectra were combined by a process called stitching. The two spectrometers share a small spectral range
(Figure E) between 944 and 1160 nm, which was used for calibration. However, the response of the
spectrometers in this common range is poor. Thus, finding the appropriate calibration factor is not a simple
task. In a similar work, a third spectrometer was used to ensure an appropriate calibration between the first
two detectors [294].

Figure E: Calibration curves of the visible and NIR spectrometers.

The stitching of the two spectrometers poses two problems. First, the common spectral range does not
actually mean that the recorded values are at exactly the same wavelengths. To explain further, the visible
spectrometer recorded 535 wavelengths in this common spectral range while the NIR spectrometer recorded
only 36 wavelengths in this range. In fact, the resolution of the NIR spectrometer is much lower than that
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of the visible spectrometer. In addition, the NIR spectrometer has a higher noise level. To solve this problem,
each NIR spectrum was first processed by the Savitzky-Golay filter algorithm [297] and then interpolated.
It is worth mentioning that data accuracy was prioritized over smoothness and a narrow-edge filter was
used. The second issue when stitching the data is the sensitivity to the shared spectrum range for each of
these spectrometers. That is, each has a strong calibration curve (Figure E) that must be accounted for over
almost half of the shared range.
Finally, the calibration curve (Figure E) provided by the manufacturer of the visible and NIR spectrometers
was first applied to the data to ensure the correct distribution of the intensity signal from each spectrometer.
As we have seen previously, there are only a few common wavelengths between these two spectrometers
and after several trials, a number of them were chosen to correctly assemble the results from these two
spectrometers. The quality of this task is the crucial part of this study since it is necessary to obtain the
correct calibration factor of these two spectrometers to analyze the data.
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Appendix II: Experimental data for several input pulse durations
The spectral broadening induced by the molecular response of N2O was discussed in section 4.3. The results
of the section 4.3 as well as results for other input pulse durations are presented in this section.
(i)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Influence of molecular gas pressure at spectral broadening – 3GW peak power
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure F: Spectral broadening over molecular pressure with 3 GW peak power. Input pulse duration (a): 40
fs, (b): 100 fs, (c): 150 fs, (d): 280 fs, (e): 350fs, (f): 500fs, (g): 1000fs.
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Influence of the molecular gas pressure on the spectral broadening – 8GW peak power:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure G: Spectral broadening over molecular pressure with 8 GW peak power. Input pulse duration (a): 100
fs, (b): 150 fs, (c): 280 fs.
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(iii)

Measured HCF transmission vs. pressure:

Figure H: Output/Input HCF transmission of the experimental results presented in Figure F and Figure G.
(a): 40 fs, (b): 100 fs, (c): 150 fs, (d): 280 fs, (e): 350fs, (f): 500fs, (g): 1000fs.

